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Foreword 
In this report the properties of commuting transformations are 
studied. Without loss of generality we may always assume that the trans-
formations under consideration form a commutative semigroup that contains 
the identity map. For any set of pairwise commuting mappings of a set X 
into itself generates a commutative semigroup; and the identity may always 
be added to a commutative semigroup without damage to the commutativity. 
The concept of a commutative transformation semigroup (F;X) of trans-
formations of a set X into itself involves, in a certain sense, two dif-
ferent notions: the set X that is transformed under F, and the abstract 
commutative semigroup F (with composition as the operation of multipli-
cation). The relation between these two notions will be studied here. 
There are then a few questions that arise naturally. 
In the first place we may remark that every abstract commutative 
semigroup (A,.) defines in a natural way a semigroup of transformation 
of the set A into itself. If, for a6A, the mapping m(a) of A into itself 
is defined by 
m(a)(b) = a•b, 
and if furthermore 
m(A) ={ m(a) : aE.A}, 
then the transformation semigroup (m(A},A) is almost the same as the ab-
stract semigroup (A,.). 
Of course a converse of this construction should be considered: how 
much can be said about a commutative transformation semigroup, using 
only results about abstract semigroups. The second chapter is devoted to 
a partial answer of this question. (In chapter 1 a number of definitions 
and the basic notations are introduced.) The crucial proposition in 
chapter 2 is proposition 2.2.1. It states that under a certain condition 
(F;X) can be considered as an abstract semigroup, F being identified with 
X in a natural way. This condition is the following: There must exist a 
point in X, whose orbit under F is all of"X. If this condition is not met, 
we can in any case consider (F;X) as a subset of the product of a number 
of abstract semigroups; the number of semigroups needed in this product 
equals the number of orbits under F, necessary to cover X (cf. 2.5.4.). 
This result enables us to give estimates for the cardinal number of a com-
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mu.;tative transformation semigroup. 
In section 2.6 the results are applied to topological spaces, while 
in 2.7 we show that some well-known computing processes are based on the 
notion of commu ta ti vi ty. 
In chapter 3 the approach is the following. It turns out that there 
are certain subsets of X, called cycles, with the property that the map-
ping of F, if restricted in a suitable way to such a cycle, form a group. 
These cycles are pairwise disjoint, and cover X. They are considered as 
the point of a new set r . These elements of r can be considered as 
groups, owing to the theory developed in chapter 2. In this way we ar-
rive at some natural homomorphisms of the semigroup Finto products of 
groups with zero (cf. 3,2.5.). Also a theorem on relations between the 
cycles is derived (cf. 3.3.1.). It seems interesting that corollary 
3.3.4 has a formal resemblance to the Gelfand-Naimark theorem, dealing 
with the homomorphic representation of a complex Banach algebra B as a 
space of complex-valued continuous functions on the (compact) maximal 
ideal space of B. This resemblance is as follows. In 1.2.4. it is proved 
that the maximal invariant sets under a transformation semigroup play the 
role of maximal ideals. In 3.1.8.,on the other hand, it is shown that 
there is a one to one correspondence between the maximal invariant sets 
and the maximal cycles. Furthermore we may remark that the complex num-
bers are a group with zero under multiplication. Now corollary 3.3.4. 
states that there exists a homomorphism <p of Finto the set of functions, 
defined on the space of all maximal cycles under F, and taking values in 
groups with zero (one to every maximal cycle). Theorem 3,3,5, also re-
minds one, by its structure, of the characterization of the kernel, of 
the homomorphism from the Gelfand Naimark theorem. Of course our results 
can not be applied to Banach algebras except after some suitable "linear-
isation". 
The end of the third chapter is concerned with applications to the 
theory of abstract commutative semi groups. 
We mentioned already that to every commutative transformation semi-
gz-oup we can associate a system of groups r This system r can be par-
ti.ally ordered in a natural way. In this way a partially ordered set, 
called the skeleton, is correlated to every commutative transformation 
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semigroup. In chapter IV we study the relation between a semigroup and 
its skeleton. A few examples are given, and in theorem 4.3,3. it is shown 
which partially ordered sets can occur as skeletons of commutative trans-
formation semigroups. 
In chapter 5 there are some results concerning the existence of a 
common fixed point of a system of commutative mappings. This chapter was 
inspired by the so-called "Isbell problem". This problem is as follows: 
is it true or not that every two commuting continuous mappings of the 
closed unit segment into itself have a common fixed point? This problem 
seems still to be unsolved. In theorem 5.2.2. we prove a result that 
assures the existence of a common fixed point under certain very general 
conditions. Theorem 5.2.4. deals specifically with the existence of a 
common fixed point on the closed unit segment. 
In chapter 6, finally, the above methods are applied in order to 
estimate the number of mappings in a commutative system of transformations 
of a finite set into itself. The best estimate is obtained in 6.1.13. This 
estimate is simplified (but also made less precise) in 6.1.14. 
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The example of a non-realisable skeleton is also due to Mr. Baayen. Further-
more he gave me much assistance by reading through and checking the whole 
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1. Defiait1ou and notation 
1.1. Byl!lt•a of aapp.n(•, umnp rHtrioted to aybaeta 1 lnvarlut H~I 
1.1.1. If Xis a aet, then i'- will denote the set of all aapp1n,a of I into 
X 
X. If Fct X , we shall write soaaetiaea (F;X) instead of :r to 1t:re11 th'e 
relation between F and X. 
If f , g C. X, then f o g deno tea the aappi nc 
f o I (x) • f(g(x)) for every x t X. 
This operation, called 00111position of iuppincs, 11 a1aooiative1 
f 0(1 oh)• (f01)oh 
for all f, 1, h6i1. 
The identity aap of X onto itself is denoted by i. It has the property 
X f o 1 = 1 o f = f for all f C. X • 
If f6't", we define 
n+l n 
f = f Of for n=l,2, ••• 
It follows from the associativity of composition of mappings that 
m+n ra n 
f = f O f 
X -1 X 
An elel'Dent f e.x · is called invertible 1f there exists ,an f t.X such that 
-1 -1 
fo:f =:fo:f=i; 
-1 
the mapping f then is uniquely determined and is called the inverse off. 
A mapping faiK is invertible if and only if it is both 1.1 and onto. 
A subset F of i'- is called a 0011111utative system of mappings of X into 
itself if for any f,gt.F, 
f O g = g O f. 
A system FC i'- is called a muimal camautative syst•, if it is a 
c011U11utative system and if FC Oc:XX, where O is o0&1111W.tative, iaplies that 
P.O. 
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1,1.2, If fE.XX and Yc:X, then the set {f(y):yE.Y} will be denoted by 
f(Y), If FC:.XX and xEX, the set {f(x) :fe Fj will be denoted by F(x); this 
set will be called the orbit of x under F. If FcXX and YcX, then F(Y) will 
denote the set { f(y) :f 6 F and y & Y} • 
aE. D, let Y be a subset of X. 
a 
Let D be an index set, and for every 
X Then, for every F C X , 
(a) 
(b) 
U F(Y ) = 
aE,D a 
F( LJ Y) 
a 
a 
n F(Y ):::) F( () Y ) a a 
a E.D a 
If f€-XX and YCX, then f{Y denotes the mapping of Y into X such that 
(fjY)(y) = f(y) for every ye. Y. 
If FC.~ and YCX, then Ff Y 
denotes the set { f IY : f e F 
F ltY may be composed. 
denotes the set { f jY : f ~ F} , and F II Y 
and f(Y) CY} • As FI( Ye YY, two mappings in 
X 
It follows from the definition, that F(0)=0 for every FC.X • 
Here 0 denotes the empty set. 
1.1.3. A set ZC.X is called invariant under Fc:XX if f (Z)C: Z for every 
f «. F. Evidently 0 and X are invariant under F, and if z1 and z2 are 
invariant under F, so are z1 f\ z2 and z1 tJ z2 • 
If Z is invariant under F, and F1c F, then Z is also invariant under 
Fl• 
A subset Y of X is invariant under FC,2{ if and only if F\Y = F II Y. 
A maximal invariant subset of X under Fis an invariant subset Y of 
X, Y ti X, such that YC.ZCX, Z invariant under F, implies Z=Y or Z=X, 
The empty set 0 is a maximal invariant subset under F if and only if 
0 and X are the only invariant sets under F. 
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1.2. S-.igroupe, 1roupa, h011011orp11iaaa 1 1somorpb1ua. 
1.2.1. A semicroup (A;.) is a pair consistina of a non-void set A, and a 
binary operation in A that is associative: 
a. (b.c)•(a.b) .c for all a,b,c.,A. 
A semi group (A;.) is said to b4t oc:amutative if 
a.b • b,a for all a,b&A. 
If (A;.) is a semigroup, and if BCA, CcA, then B.C will denote the aet 
{ b. C : b E. B and C & C } • 
Let (A;.) be a c0111111.utative seaigroup. A set BCA is called an ideal 
of the semi group if A.BC B. Accordinc to thiS definition, fJ is always an 
ideal. An ideal B of a commutative semigroup (A;.) is said to be aaxiaal 
if B ~ A and if A is the only ideal of (A;.),etrictly containing B. 
There is at most one el•ent a in a se1111igroup (A;.) such that 
e.a = a.e = a for 'all ae.A. 
If such an element exists it is called the unit el•ent or unity of (A;.). 
Let (A;.) be a semi group with a unit elment •. An el•ent a of A is 
called invertible if there exists a b 6A such that 
a.b ab.a= e. 
Then this element bis uniquely· determined; it is called the inverse of a 
-1 
and it is denoted by a. 
If every element of a semigroup (A;.) has an inverse, the semigroup 
is called a group. 
1.2.2. Let (A;.) and (A';.) be two seaigroups, and let q>be a map of the 
set A into the set A'. The map tp is called a haaomorphis• of the 
sem.igroup (A;.) into the semigroup (A';.) if 
cp(a.b) = ,:>(a). <p(b) 
for all a,b6A. The ma.p<p is called an isoaorphisa of the s•igroup (A;.) 
• -1 if it is a 1.1 map of the set A onto the set A , and if q, and 'P are both 
h~omorpbisms. 
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1.2.3. Let (A;.) be a semigroup. If a E..A, then m(a) will denote the 
mapping b-i.-a.b of A into A: 
m(a) (b) = a.b for every b~A. 
Accordingly, m(A) is the subset of AA consisting of all mappings m(a}, 
ae.A; instead of m(A) we will also write mA. As composition is an associative 
binary operation in mA, the pair (mA;b) is a semigroup. 
The semigroup (mA;o) contains the identity mapping if and only if 
(A;.) has a unit element. 
Lemma If (A;.) is a commutative semigroup with a unit element, then the 
semigroups (A;.) and (mA;q) are isomorphic. 
Proof 
The mapping m: a--..m(a) is a homomorphism of (A;.) onto (mA;o); as 
(A;.) has a unit element e, the map mis also 1.1 .• For if m(a)=m(b),then 
a=a.e=m(a)(e)=m(b)(e)=b.e=b. 
-1 
It then follows that m exists and is again a homomorphism. 
Remark The assumption that (A;.) has a unit element is essential, as is: 
seen from the following example. Let A consist of two points a,b, and let 
• be the binary operation defined by the following multiplication t;able: 
a b 
a b b 
b. b b 
Then the semigroup (mA;O) has only one element. 
1.2.4. Lemma. Let (A;.) be a commutative semigroup. A set BcA is an ideal 
of (A;.) if and only if it is an invariant subset of A under mA. 
The set Bis a maximal ideal of A if and only if it is a maximal invariant 
subset of A under (mA;A). 
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Proof 
A subset B of A is an ideal of (A;.) if 
B-::>A.B = u a.B = u m(a) (B); 
ae.A aE.A 
hence Bis an ideal if and only if m(a)(B)c B for every m(a)E,mA, that is, 
if and only if Bis invariant under mA. 
It then follows at once that Bis a maximal ideal of (mA;.) if and 
only if it is a maximal fixed set under (mA;A). 
Remark It follows that the study of ideals of commutative semigroups is 
included in the study of invariant sets under systems of mappings. 
1,3. Transformation semigroups 
1.3.1. A system of mappings (F;X) is called a transformation semigroup if 
(F;o) is a semigroup. The transformation semigroup (F;X) is said to 
be commutative of the semigroup (F;o) is commutative, Similarly (F;X) is 
called a transformation group if (F;o) is a group. If Xis a non-void set, 
then (XX;X) is a transformation semigroup, 
If F contains the identity map, then this is the unit element of (F;o). 
However, if (F;o) has a unit element, it need not be the identity map of 
X onto itself, as is shown by the example in 1.2.3. 
1.3,2. Let F' be a commutative system of mappings of X into itself. If F 
is the set of all finite compositions f1 o f 2 o f3 o • • • f 1 , n 
fi,6- F. for i=l,2, ••• ,n, then (F;o) is a semigroup, and it is the smallest 
subsemigroup of XX containing F'. This semigroup is called the semigroup 
generated by F'. 
1,3.3. If FCXX is a maximal commutative system, then Fis. a semigroup 
under composition, and F contains the identity map, 
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1.3.4. If (F;X) is a commutative transformation semigroup, containing the 
identity map, and if YCX is invariant under F, then (Ff Y ;Y) is a 
commutative transformation semigroup, containing the identity map. 
However, if (F,X) is maximal, the transformation semigroup (FlY;Y) need 
not be maximal. 
Example. Let X= {a,b,c,ct}, and let F consist of the mappings f 1 ,f2 ,f3 ,f4 
defined as follows: 
a b C d 
fl a b C d 
f2 b d d d 
f3 C d d d. 
f4 d d d d 
Then (F;X) is maximal, Y= { b,c,d} is an invariant subset of X under F, 
but (FjY;Y) is not maximal, as the mapping g 
g 
commutes with all mappings in FjY. 
b 
d 
C d 
C d 
1.3.5. If (F;X) is a commutative transformation semigroup, and YcX is 
invariant under F, then the mapping f-+f/Y is a homomorphism of (F;o) onto 
(FIY;o). 
1.3.6. A system of mappings (F;X) is called a maximal commutative 
transformation group if (F;o) is a commutative group and if there is no 
transformation group (G;X) such that Fe G, F i G, 
1.4. The product of a system of transformation semigroups 
1.4,1. In this section and in the next one we consider a family 
{ (Fcx ;X«) : CX E. A} of transformation semi groups; A is a non-void set of 
X indices, and Foc C X~ oc for each oca A. The identity map of X« onto itself 
_., .. 
w111 be denoted by "It i 1t h H8\aed that ~ 6 '• for Mob Cl & A• 
The union of all set• X• will be denoted bJ X 
(a) 
and the identity up of X onto itHlf will be denoted by 1. 
The oartesiu product of set• :rOI., et&A, 18 denoted bJ 1T '• . 
.... 
If f • TT '« , then f• denotH the cc.poaeat of f 1a :r , nd we Will 
a.&A 
also write (\r )<t 6 A instead of t. 
1. 4. 2. Proposition Let S be the followtnc nbeet of Tr '. 
••A 
(a) s • { (flll>,. •A" TT '« : < V•,P•A><l(I \t" 7,r~ I x.n x_,J. 
(l6.A 
Furthel'llore, let rc.x1' be defined in the followinc aann.e:r: 
(b) 
Then F is a seaigroup of transfon.atiOt\S of X into itaelf, con.tainiq 
the identity map i. If Pat is coaautative for every Ot .. A., then F is also 
commutative. 
Proof 
First we show the following : if a •<-.> Cl •A• S a.ad t • (\c_).,_ 6 A a 8, then 
also (set otCl)l. 6 A• s. 
As the Fo., are s•1groups, it ill clear that (\.. O\._)._ •A• if P • 
«aA C. 
Now take at,(' &A; we must show that 
(c) 
But we know that 
(d) 
(e) 
su 1 X,,.,f\ x,. •pl 1-" xi' , 
i.,. \ 1u.f\ x, • t,, I \r." x1 , 
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t • Tho anertion (c) now follows from (d) alld (e) • ,. 
We now can prove that Fis a semigroup. It is evident that Fis 
non-void, as (1tl.)tll 6 A6 S, 
such that fo:r every oc. &A 
and hence i 6 F. Take f, g " F. There exist s , t 6 S 
( :f) f I XO( = s"' , g J x,_ = tlX. • 
It follows that f (It<) c. \ and g (Xot) c XOI. ; hence 
(g) f O g r x~ ::: s~ 0 tC(. • 
As ( s o t ) ~ S , this shows that ·f o g 6 F, 
et C( --~A 
Finally, we assume that every Fcx. is commutative. Take again f,g6F 
and let s,t&S such that (f) holds. Then it follows from (g) that 
f o g j x .. = sec o toe. = tOt o soc = g o f \ XI)( 
fo.r every oc. a A; hence f o g = g o f. Thus F is commutative. 
1.4.3. Definition The transformation semi group Fe. x1, defined in 
proposition 1.4.2. (by (a) and (b)), is called the product of the 
tn.nsfomation semi groups (Foe.;~) ,()(.~A, and is denoted by 
or 1P{ FO(. : ex. e A } • 
X 1.4.4. Let J be a family of subsets of a set X. A system Fc:.X is said to 
be J-invariant if every member of J is an invariant set under F. The 
system Fis called a maximal commutative J-invariant system if it is 
COJU'I.Utative and J-invariant, and if there is no commutative J-invariant 
X 
system Gc.X such that FcG, F -/:. G, 
The maximal cOl!IDlutative system, defined in 1.1.1. evidently is a maximal 
{ el} -invariant system. 
A maximal commutative J-invariant system is always a commutative 
semigroup containing the identity mapping i : X~X. 
1.4.5. It follows from the construction of F = 1P F<X that every set XOC 
OUiA is an invariant subset of X under F. Hence: 
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Proposition- '!be transformation ••icroup 
invariant. 
1,4,6. Proposition. If the sets Xa., lll6A, are pairwUe diajoint, then the 
abstract semigroup ("P F ,o) is iaoaorphio with the (unrestricted) 
direct product of th\~:bst~aot •-iaroupe (F ,o). 
If Sand Fare as in l.4.2., then, under the asawaption that the x., 
are pairwise disjoint, the set S h equal to the set Tr '• . I:f we 
•& A 
define a multiplication. in S by 
then (S, • ) is even is011orphic with the direct product of the saigroups 
(F, o). The proposition now follows from the fact that 
Gt 
(a) f -+ < f I Xr,) ot a A 
is an isomorphisa of (F,o) onto (B,.). 
1.4.7. Propositi9n. If X~ = X, for every 
Proof. 
Cll. 6 A, then ? F == 
CC.4A ex 
f'I Fee.. 
ot, A 
If again Sand Fare as defined in 1.4.2., then (f._)CILIA& S implies 
f• = 1« I x = fct l xtl ('\ xf' = t~ I xrt..nxt ffl f x = f~ 
for all CX,fi EA. Conversely, if (fo,.,)o,., 6 A .,_ JIAF« , and 1u = f~ for all 
Cl. , p 6A, then (~) ex. eA ~ S. This proves the assertion, as f Cit = fl' for all 
Cl ,p6A,implies f E ('\ FA • 
cc. {11A ,-
1.5. The SU111l of a $ystem of transformation saaigrou;es 
1.s.1. Definition. Let { (FCl iXGl) :Ol6A} be a syst• of transformation 
semi groups, and let X = U X • The transfonaation semigroup Fe X:--, 
C(6A ct 
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genera:t~d l:)y,1'the s~t , 
(a) T = { f ~xx : <3 cc:e A)(3 foe& Foe) (fl xLX = fol and f!X'-Xo1( ilX'\.X~)J 
:i'"f''ca'i{ed 'thei"sum, of 'thei 'fl"arts'form.atibn se'miiroup's (F~ ;Xct.), and is denbted 
by 
It follows from the definition that for every d. E. A there is an 
1.5.2. We are mainly interested in the case that' $ , F' ':ts a '·commuta ti've c,c. E. A 
semigroup. By the above remark, every F« then has to be commutative. But 
this is not sufficient; e.g. ·i'f'.Ji~ '= x2 ', { 0,1 }, and if F1 consists only 
of :i!qand' the map·fr,suoh tluit'ff(IH ::; •::li1 (:I;) .= ,Q, :While F2 <:mns:i,sts of i 
and the map f 2 suoh.:thatlf~(O}.\= iilf;r(l) ,:;:; ~, thi:m (F1;x1 ) .a11d (F2;X2) are 
commutative, but $ { F1 ,F2 } is not coIDI¥u~a.tiy~\: 
The following condition on the fiun:fly { (Foe ;X )° : 0l. EA} will turn out 
to be sufficient, together with the ~omiµutativity 9f ail Fbi.. •~ in order to 
ensure that is commutative: 
;iii~ s~·fs xe1. ri 
if f € F 
ot rx. of XO( under Foc ,and 
:t=~),xc-J.f'\ x~ c?mm\lt,~~ 
x ~ 
and 
;;,,,,, 
Xi?> are i.nvariant' subsets 
then f \ X n XA and 
D( cc. r 
1.5.3. PropositiLoh,~. Le,f'.tq, ;XO!.) :O:.fA} b7. fi family of commutative 
transformation semi groups, ei;teh containing·, the identity mapping i~ : :X -.x , 
ahd l~t condi ti.en f8j be1,~a~sfi"erl~ aieh· : $ F' ·is.a commutative « oc. 
c " •, ·:, . . ' ·.·... .. . .. , . ,. . .. ·.·. " .. ·,· ' ,.· . . ct. E.A Cl( 
transformation 'semigrot'ip conta'i.n{ng the' idefit'.;fi~'$a'p. 
Proof 
Let T be as in 1.5.1., and let F be the subsemigroup of XX generated 
by T. As it is evident1 t~t iE.,F,:'w~',ha~e :ciki~3.to shbw that Fis connnutatiive. 
Let ;f,, 1 ,gef. ~~p, tp~r~,}3:_'.fe :CJ.,,f~,f,and ,;ftx.'.e. F!)(1 l f/3.f F/3 such that 
)Y~· 
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f I Xa • f411 1 I ~ • f/1 
f I X \ x. .. i I X' X. 
1 I x, x~ • 1 I x ,x, . 
As condition (C) is assuaed to be aatiafied, t\X•n Ip and 
glx. n x,._ couaute. Purtheraore, t/X'\. (X., u x41 ) • 1lx ,cx.u x,.>• 
;:: ii X '<x_ u Xf). Hence we need only check nat bappeu with po.inta in 
X... \ X p or in ~ '\. Io. • Because of the •,,_•try of the •1 tuatton, n uy 
restrict our attention to points in X ,x . 
.. ,. 
Let X E. X ' X • Then ~ fl 
(f o g)(x) = t(g(x)) • f(x) • "- (x); 
as \.., Xf' is supposed to be invariant under Fd., t-. (x)€ X.., X/1 
f•(x): g(~(x)) • g(f(x)) • (1 o f)(x). 
This finishes the proof. 
hence 
1.5.4. Proposition. If the sets ~,oc.&A, are pairwise disjoint, then the 
abstract semigroup ( .$ F°' ,o) is isomorphic to the direct sua (restricted 
QC. 6 A 
direct product) of the abstract semigroups (F.,0),111.&A. 
Proof 
Let T be defined by 1.5.1 •• Let f be the mapping 1.4.6.(a). 'lben cp 
maps T 1.1 onto the subset of "lJ" A FCII. , consisting of all (f_.\11, 6 A such 
that f~ '/f iet for at most one e1. • A; and Cf maps F 1.1. onto the subset of 
1f F« such that fat ;I. i" for only finitely 11:any Ot c. A. It 111 iaiediately 
Cl4A I seen that Cf Fis a homomorphism of (P,o) into the direct product of the 
(F,o); hence ff Fis an isomorphism, and ,(F) is exactly the direct aua 
of the (F• ,o). 
1.5.5. Proposition. Asswae XII.= X, for every « 4 A • . Then condition (C) is 
satisfied if and only if U P is c011111Rutative, and ' Pot is the 
«•A ~•A 
subsemigroup of i"- generated by U FOi. • 
Cl I A ' 
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Proof: evident. 
1.6. The relations 
1.6.1. Let R be a relation1 ) defined in a set X. For YcX, R(Y) will denote 
the set 
R(Y) = { x e. X : ( 3 y 6 Y) {y R x)} • 
Instead of R({y}) we will write R(y). 
In particular, let Ebe an equivalence relation defined in X. Then 
for x e. X, E(x) is the equivalence class containing x. The set of all these 
equivalence classes will be denoted by X / E. 
X 1.6.2. Let FcX • An relation R between elements of X is said to be 
compatible with F i:I 
x Ry =I,> f{x) R f(y) 
for all x,y e. X and all f E. F. If R is an equivalence relation E, then it 
follows that for every f e. F there is a uniquely determined map 
q, : x/E ~ x/E such that 
cp(E(x)) = E(f(x)) 
for: all x E:. E. This map,:, will be denoted by f/E. Furthermore, F/E denotes 
the set 
F/E = { f/E 
of mappings of X/E into itself. 
1.6.3. A relation R, defined in a set X, is called a weak partial ordering 
(shortly: a w.p.o.) if it satisfies the following two conditions: 
(a) 
(b) 
xRx for every x E. X; 
xRy, yRz-+- xRz, for all x,y ,z e X; 
1) in this section by "relation" always is meant a binary relation. 
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If Risa w.p.o. then the relation BR, defined by 
x IR y '+=+ X R y and y R x 
is an equivalence relation in X. The oorrespondina set of equivalence olasaea 
x/BR Will be denoted by XR. 
In XR a partial ordering ,di R can be defined such that: 
E(x) 4' R B(g) _.. x Ry. 
Th• partially ordered set (XR' ~ B.) is oalled the skeleton of the na.kl,y 
partially ordered set (X,R). 
1.6.4. If the w.p.o. R in X 111 oc:apatible with rcx', we Will write F1 
instead of F/ER (and fR instead of FIER, for f 6F). 
Proposition: If R is oompatible w1 th F, then ~ is o~patible with F, and 
'R is coapa.tible with FR. 
Proof 
Suppose R is compatible with F. Then 
x ER y -+x Ry & y R :x: ... f(:x:)R f(y) & f(y)R f(x) .... f(x) ER f(y). 
Bence BR is compatible with F. And 
E(x) ~R E(y) • x Ry ~f(x)R f(y) =9'fR(E(:x:))=l(f(:x:)) 4-:R E(f(y))= 
= fR (B(y)). 
Bence , R is compatible with ER. 
1.6.5. Let Fc.X:-. Then >p.. will be the following relation on X: 
X ) f y .. 3 f ~ F : f (x) =y. 
Proposition. For every Fcx', )F· is compatible with F. 
The equivalence relation ~lp will be denoted by c1 , the set x/c1 will 
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be denoted r (F) ; and the partial ordering ~ ) F in r (F) will be 
denohd by ~ • lf f e F, then f denotes the mapping f/CF of r (F) into 
F 
it~elf, and F denotes the set F/CF. If there is no danger for confusion 
we will write '), C Ir and ~ ) instead of ) F' CF, rcF) I °'F' 
res pee ti vely. 
It may be raarked that 
F(x). 
)F(x) (as defined in 1.) coincides with 
1.6.6. A relation R between elemnents of a set X is called an N-relation if •· 
it is a w.p.o. and if it also satisfies the following property: 
Propasi tion. If R is an N-relation, then ~ R is an N-relation~ 
1.6.7. Proposition.Let (F;X) be a commutative transformation semigroup 
containing the identity map. Then ) F is an N-relation. 
Proof The relation ) Fis reflexive as the identity mapping belongs to F. 
)F transitive as Fis a semigroup. 
Let x R y1 and x R y2 , that is f1 (x)=y1 , f 2 (x)=y2 , f 1 , f 2 €. F. But then 
z=f1of2 (x) fulfils the conditions y1R z and y2R z. 
1.6.8. Proposition. Let (F;X) be commutative transformation semigroup 
containing the identity map, and let Ebe an equivalence relation on X that 
is compatible with F. Then (FE;XE) is a commutative transformation semigroup 
containing the identity map. 
1.6.9. Proposition. Let (F;X) be a commutative transformation semigroup 
containing the identity map. Then 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
X )F y ~ 
f(x)=x ~ 
f(x) )F y 
f(x) ) F f (y) 
Vy, X ) F y I 
~ y6f(X), 
for every x, y e X, fe F, 
f(y)=y, 
for every f E. F. 
Proof. 
(~) Y"'C(x) • f(y)...,f o 1<x)"'1 o(t(x)) 1 
(b) r•&(x)•r o f(x) •rag (x) • f(r), 
(c) y:c:g o f(x) ...; ya! o g(x). 
1.6.10. Proposition. Let (F;x) ~ a trautomu:ion aGM.1lrf"Wp ooata:hu.n,c tile 
1denti ty map. Th<t11n the relation M on x, 
is an equivalence relation, that is compatible with 1. Mor@Over, f/M 
consists only of the id@nti ty map. 
Proof. 
M is evidently reflexive and syl'lfflletric. We must prove that M i~ 
transitive. Let x1 M x2 , x2 M x3 • Then th@r~ exist : 1 , •iftX, t1 , f 2 , 11 • 
g2 E F such that 
fl (x1)=z1, f2<":,/=z1• 1:1 (x2)=z2, 12<:x:3)•:2· 
Then 
hence x1 M :x:3 . 
If x M y then evidently f(x)M: f(y) for every fer, a.s f(s) has th<r1 
property required by definition of M. 
As f(x)M x for every xc.X and fc.F, we have ff1'..,i/M for every ff.P. 
1.6.11. Proposition. Mis the smallest equivalence relation R which is 
compatible with (F;X) and FIR= ti/Rf. 
1.6.12. Exam.ple. Let Y be an invariant set under F. Then an equivalence 
relation, again denoted by Y, is defined as follon: 
x Y y -+=;, either x=y or both x c. Y and y 6 Y. 
This relation is compatible with F. 
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2. Orbits of commutative transformation semigroups 
Throughout this chapter we shall assume that Fis a commutative semigroup 
of transformations of a given set X into itself, containing the identity 
transformation. 
2.1. The parameter of a semigroup 
2 .1.1. The orbit of a point x e X under F is the set F (x). If F is a 
semigroup, then every orbit F(x) is an invariant subset. 
A system of orbits {F(x): xeY}, when YcX, is called an F-cover of X if 
F(Y}.x. If F contains the identity map, then X admits at least one F-cover. 
An F-cover .. {F(x) : x ~Y} is called disjoint if F(x)n F(y)=~ 
for all x i. y, x and y E. Y. 
2.1.2. If f(x)=g(x), for some xf.X and f,geF, then fjF(x)=gjF(x). 
Proof 
Let y e. F(x) • Then y=h (x), for some ht. F, and 
f(y)=f o h(x)=h o f(x)=h o g(x}=g o h(x}=g(y). 
2.1.3. If A is any set, then )Aj denotes the cardinal number of A. 
The parameter of F is the least cardinal number ex for which there · 
exists an F-cover { F(x} : x, Y} of X with I YI = <I. • This cardinal numbe;r 
will be denoted by p(F}. 
The following fact is evident from the definition: If Fe. G, then 
p(F)) p(G). 
2.1.4. If { F(x} x ~ Y} is a disjoint F-cover, then I YI= p(F} • 
Proof 
Let { F(z): z t z} be any F-cover such that I Z l=p(F}. We shall show that 
every orbit F (z) , z f Z, is contained in an orbit F (x) , x 6 y. Suppose this 
were false. Then there would exist a z 6. Z, and x1 ,x2 e. y, x1 -,i x 2 , such that 
1(&)~ r(x1) ~ e 1 
F(&) n f(x1) ,i !II • 
Let f 1 ,f2 l-F such that t 1 (a)t F(x1 ) and t 2 (e)G rcx2). 'Thecn 
flf 2 (z))E. F(x1 ) n F(x2). c:ontradh:1t1ns th~ •••4.aptiOCI tJuat { F(a) :1: • Y} U 
disjoint. 
2 .1.5. If F is • group. th<tn t1WO orbH:1 F(x), F(y) 1.nu:t•r f' ~itb,·u· co1D:Ot•• 
or they are disjoint. 
Proof 
Suppo111e F(x)i"I F(y) "'1 e; th~n let msF(:a)n P'(y). Ttiere .xtll'lt t 1 Jt2• I' 
-1 
such that z=f1 (x)•f:l(y). Th41n X"" 1'1 o t2 (y) • 'lllbicb iapHH J'(:tth:: 1(7) • aad 
-1 
y=f2 o f 1 (x), iaplying F(y) c. P(x). So if F(x) &nd F(y) a~ not d1•Jo111t, 
they coincide. 
As an immediate con9&qU@nc~, '"obtain th• follO'WiDCl 
If F is a group, then ther@ exist diejo.1n.t P-eover41!. 
For if Y is a set containing precisoly 01:MII point fN:)!m •v•ry Ol"bit, 
then { F(x) : x 6 Y} is such a disjoint 1-co•l@r. 
2 .l.6. If F(x) n F(y) ~ 0 and F(y) fl F(s.) i ~ th~n P'(x) n F(a) "1 i1i • 
Proof 
Let f ,g,h,j e1. F such that :f(x)""r;(y) and h(y)s:j(a). Then 
j of (x) • j o g(y) = i o j(y)""I o h(n), 
which shows that F(x) n F(z) -/:. f.11 • 
2,1.7. If F(x)o=X for evary xe.X, then FU a group. 
Proof 
According to 2.1.2 .• tvo 111.111.ppin«s f.« eP coioeido aa 11110011 •• they are 
equal in one point of X. 
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Now w@ wi 11 show that an arbitrary F has an inverse. Choose x 0 E: X, and let 
xmf(x ). By our assuption, there exists an f 1 E F such that x =f (x). It o O 1 
follows that f o f (x )=x =i(x ) • Hence, by our previous remark f 1 o f=i. As 1 O O 0 
Fis commutative, f o f1 =i also; this proves that f 1 is the inverse off. 
2.2. Properths of seaigroups with parameter 1. 
2.2.l. If p(F)=l, then there exists a 1.1. mapping of F onto X. 
Proof 
As p(F)=l there must exist a point e e: x,such that F(e}=X. We define 
y :F-.- X as follows: 
f (f)=f(e) , for all f £ F. 
Then<p maps F onto X, andcp is 1.1., for if ~(f1 )=<:p(f2), then f 1 (e)=f2 (e), 
and it follows from 2.1.2. that 
An other formulation of this fact is the following. 
2.2.2. p(F)==l implies I F) = I X j 
2.2.3. Let p(F)=l, We then can introduce a binary operation * in X as 
follows: 
where 'fl is the m.ap defined in 2 .1.1 . 
Proposition. <p is an isomorphism of (F;o) onto (X;*) and for every x ~X 
and t, F we have 
Proof 
<p (f) ,t- X = f (X) 1 
-1 -1 f o ~ (x) =~ (f(x)). 
It is immediate from the definition of * that <p is an isomorphism. 
-18·· 
Now bf!! x t. J.: and f • r. Th~re uxht a " •~ ,. ,uca that 1<•>••. ft•• •• f'(1) • 
and hone• 
Proof 
Let f 6. t' com11ute w:I th every f ti f, aaad let O b,o th• ~tAt:lft 
iumigroup cenerated by F and g. Thctn p(G)" p(F) » bence p(G)•l. 
Let eEX be such thllt F(4!1)..X; then for som@ :tar. t<•>•r(e)..,, 1.1.t. 
(u G(e) sX) it followll\l that 1 "" f; hon.c«i I c r. 
2.3. Tho restriction of a trautonaatioa. Hai roup to oaw of 1U o:rb1ta. 
As an orbit under 1' h rm invariant subset, O'lP(x); r(x)) iii a tnufo:l\'1l\Ati® 
sa:!.group, and evidently i U pc.raaeter 111!1 1. B•rac• we can 1.t ~•• apply the 
results of t.he previous par111raph. 
2.3.1. 
2.3.2. FlF(x) 111 a ltil.Xiaal e011Rut•th•e ••isroup of • apptnp 
of F(x) into its~lf. 
2.3.3. In F(:x) a binary operation* can be intro&lced hl. aucha way tbat 
(F(x);•) 11 isomorphic to (l"jF(x.); o). 
2.4. ~utat1ve 1!1•11roups that are maxi1aal witl'I. ro•pect tQ tbe:lr liiy~t~ 
of invariant sets. 
In this section, (F;X) is a commutative transformation sa.i1rnup, 
containing the identity transformation, and J will alwa111 dol\Ote a fa~Uy 
of aubsetil of X that are hwariant under F. 
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2~4~1. If J is such a family, then U J will denote the set U { A 
and 1P (J) will denote the semigroup 
The following lemma is almost obvious: 
Lemma for all A e. J. 
From this lemma, the following propositions follow without difficulty: 
Proposition. If X UJ=X, then FClP(J)CX. 
(If U J i X, then certainly not F c 1P (J), as -P (J) consists of mappings 
of U J into itself). 
2 .4 .2. Proposition. Let both J1 and J 2 consist. of subsets of X that are 
invariant under F. If U J 1 = U J2 , then J 1 c J 2 implies 1P (J1 ) :> 1P (J2). 
2.4.3. If J1 and J 2 are both families of subsets of a set X, we will say 
that J 1 is a refinement of J 2 , and write 
2.4.4, Proposition. Let both J 1 and J2 consist of subsets of X that are 
invariant under F. If U J 1 = U J 2 and J 1 i J 2 , then 1P (J1 U J 2 )= 1P (J2). 
Proof 
By proposition 2,4.2., 1P(J1 U J 2)c lP(J2 ); on the other hand, 
f ~ 1P (J2)~ ( V A e. J2)(f \ A E. FIA)~ (\IA E Jl V J2) (f1 A 6 F \A)<!==> fElP(JlVJ2) •• 
Example If X E. J, then f ( J) = F. 
Remark If A is not an invariant subset of X, then FIA is not a semigroup. 
However, if we define F ~A= { f (A) : f e. A and f (A) c. A J , then F II A is a 
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••11roup under ca11poa1 tion. It ia •Mn at oace that 
'f{<r;x), crlA:A>} • lt,,: tAc.•1; 
:tumce if A ia not invariant, Pf 'P (F ,r I A), al tboup of oour•• X vA • l. 
1,4.5. !:!!!!.! Let J be tb• cla.1• of all •ubeetl of X tbat an invanut 
under ,, and let J' be the ol&H of all orbit• WIHMI' P, o:.,. 
Then O is a OC181altathe J-iavariaat •1•t• U ud oal:, U O la a 
0<11111utative J 1 -1nvar1ant •1•t•. 
Proof 
As J'c..J, every J-inva:riant ayat• 1a J',-11:lvanut. On the otber band, 
if Ac J, then 
O(A) • U { G(x) : x: 6 A}• U{ B • J' 
I Hence every J -invariant ayat• 1• J-invariut, 
X 2.,.e. Theor• Let rcx be a coaautative aatp-oup, ooataia.1111' the 
identity aap. Let J be the claH of all aubeete of I. tlwlt an iaftrtut 
under F. Then there exists one ud only on• aaxiaal ooaaut.tt•• J•1•••~1ant 
X 
•-11:roup Ge: X containing F; and 
o • "f { rlr<x> 
Proof 
-
Let g be aay mapping x-. X that oomautes with every ft. P and that aap,11 
every At, J into 1 taelf. We will show that 1 • o. 
Take any x e. X. Then g j:r(x) 11aps P'(x) into i tseU, as F(x) 6 J, and 
gf P(x) cOllllutes with every aapping in rlr<x). 81.lt by 2.3.2, rlr<x> 1• a 
aaxiaal oOB11.utative seaigroup; hence clF(x)e rlr(x). It now follOWII froa 
2. 4 .1 that g • G. 
An 1maediate consequence 1a that J' c. G (this also follow fNla pro-
poai tion 2.4.1.). So it remains only to be proved that Gia J•invarlut. 
But b::, propoeition 1.1.st Ota .J'-tnn.ri&Pt, wbeN .J• •{P(x): ae.z}; 
DOW appl7 l_.a 8.4.5. 
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2.4.7. Corollary: If Fe XX is a maximal commutative transformation semi-
group, then 
F=1Pf F\F(x): x~x}. 
Theorem. If {F(x) : xc;.Y} is an F-cover of X, then 1P{FjF(x) : xtY} is 
the maximal commutative J-invariant semigroup containing F (where J is the 
family of all subsets of X that are invariant under F). 
2.5. Estimate of jFj 
2.5,1. If { F(x) : xe, Y} is an F-cover of X, then 
jF\~ 7T IF(x)J . 
XE, y 
For F c 1P F[F(x), hence l FI" \ 1P y Fl F(x) 1· ~ 
x~Y 1T x~ 
last expression equals jF(x)I, by 2.3.1. 
X t. y 
lT \FjF(x) I, and the 
xeY 
An immediate consequence is the following. 
2.5.2. 
2.5.3. Let F be a maximal commutative system of mappings, and suppose X 
admits a disjoint F-cover { F(x) : x ~ Y 1- Then 
I F I = TT I F(x) l . X €. y 
Proof. 
----~ 
In this case, F = 1P FJ F(x); as the orbits F(x), x E. Y, are dis-1P Xe,Y joint, FjF(x) is isomorphic (and hence equipotent) to the full 
xGY 
direct product x1"Y F\F(x). 
2.5.4, Let { F(x) : x ~ Y} be an orbit cover, and for every x ~ Y let * be 
the binary operation mentioned in 2.3.3 and 2.2.3. Then F can be iso-
morphically embedded into lTY F(x). 
X{, 
Proof 
Fis contained in xl!Y F!F(x), and it follows from its definition 
that this semigroup can be isomorphically embedded in lf FJ F(x). As 
x~Y 
(FjF(x);o) is isomorphic with (F(x);•),the assertion follows. 
2.5.5. LElit F ~ a group that .hi 11uu:i1Ml, oont1d~u·ed .u1 a ~utative 
11H.'lmigroup. Then 
Proof 
We may 11u18UlllEi that X containll mor@ than on" nt. LElit { 
be a disjoint r-cov~r of X. nu,n 
Hence it suffices to show that jF(x:)(ill> 2, for every XG,Y. But indeed, 
if I F(x)I = 1 for some x, Y, then x h a ~on fixed point of all t o.F; 
the mapping g such that g(y) "'x, for l'kll y t.X, the!!:'11 COlm!Utes with all 
fe-F, and the assumption that Fis a maximal commutaUve semigroup im-
plies gt.F. However, as we supposed that X contains at le111st two 
points, g is not invertible, contradicting the fact that Fis a group. 
2.6. Applications to topology 
2.6 .1. In this section, X will be a cal space. Then the pro-
duct topology of XX induces a topology in every F c:: XX. Tbh is the 
topology of pointwise convergence: f~-+- f if and only if f-(x)~ f(x) 
for every xaX, where {f« ;e<,e;.D} is a net. 
As before, we consider only subsets F of XX that are commutative 
semigroups under composition, containing the identity map. All mappings 
in Fare assumed to be continuous. 
2.6.2. If p(F) = 1, then F (with the pointwise topoloic) is homeo-
morphic to X. 
Proof 
Let 'f be the 1.1. map of F onto X considered in 2.2 .1. Then -f 
is a homeomorphism. 
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Let [f._ ,ol.f.D} be a net, f,foe 6F for <XE-D. If fc1.(e)~f(e), then 
fOl(x)-+-f(x) for every xE.X. Clearly, for every x'-X we can find ge.F 
such that g(e) = x. We have 
and f~(x)-.f(x), as g is assumed continuous. Therefore cp is open. 
If fe(. (x)--,.. f(x) for every xe.X, f,frt "- F, then <p(f«)~ q)(f), 
and the assertion is proved. 
2,6.3. If {F(x) : x~Y} is an F-cover of X, then Fis homeomorphic to 
a subspace of xlYI_ 
Proof 
Let x 6 Y. Then [FjF(x)] (x) = F(x). According to the preceding 
proposition there exists a homeomorphism <p x from F \F(x) onto F(x). 
Let us define the mapping <p coordina tewi se: 
for every x e. Y. 
If f 1 ,:r2 eF, f 1 I,. f 2 , then there exists xe.Y such that f 1 IF(x)-#- f 2 1F(x), 
hence <f'x(f1 ) -/: <px(f2), as q,x is one-to-one. Therefore 'P is one-to-
one mapping from F onto cp (F). It is sufficient to prove that 'P is 
beth continuous and open. 
Let f..,-.. f, f,f e. F, Then m (f ) • 0 (f) for every x~Y. 
.... IX Tx « Tx 
Let q>(fol.)~ <p(f), f,f~ e F. To every zeX there exists xE.Y 
such that z~F(x). We have cpx(f~)-+ <px(f), and fQ/.(x)-+f(x). We can 
write z = g(x), g e. F. Then fl( (x) = fcx [ g(x)] = g[f~ (x) J , and 
fu(z)-+ f(z), as g is continuous. The proof is concluded. 
As an immediate consequence we find the following. 
2.6.4. F can be homeomorphically .. embedded in Xp(F). 
2,6,5, Suppose there is a point eE.X with a dense orbit: F(e) = X, 
where F(e) denotes the closure of the set 11'(e). Then, for every 
x1 e X, there is at most one continuous map g: X-+-X that commutes 
with every f e. F, and that sends e into :x : g(e) = x • 
l, 1 
Proof 
Tb.is follows at once from the pr•vious theo.Nllllt. 
2.6.7. Suppose F(x) = X, for every x6:lL Then i.f x,ye X, there ia at 
most one continuous mapping g : x-..x that cou1n1tes with all f e &i!UOO 
that g(x) == y. 
This follows at once from 2.6.4. 
2.7. Exuples 
2.7.l. Let X = (O,co), and let F consist of all mapping,• f. 
with s El (-oo ;+oo). 
111 
f(x) ""X , 
Let e e. X, e J. 1. Then F(e) <= X; hence p(F) "' l. The !W!tpping !if> : 
s f-+ f(e) "" e 
-l is a l.l. mapping of F onto X. If a e.X, then Cf) (a) ia tbe ma.pping 
-1 
'f (a) "' 
and 
a1rrb 
log a. log b 
e e 
= e 
From the equations 
f(f)it X::: f(x), 
-1 -1 f C er (X) := f e f (X) , 
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. (f). <p-1 
we see that the value of f(x) can be determined if the mappings ~, 
and one of the operations o and• are known. In this case the operation 
o is easier of course, as it amounts to calculate f(x). In fact, this 
method is often used in actual calculations, as there are tables for 
-1 
<p,(f> • 
2.7.2. A similar idea lies behind the theory of operators and of Laplace 
transformation. It would be too complicated to exhibit this completely 
here, however, we shall consider a discrete example. 
00 
Let X consist of all those sequences {an} 0 of real numbers, such 
that an~ 0 for only finitejl:Y many n. Then X can be considered as a 
linear space. 
Let the mapping f : X-+- X be defined as follows: 
O, b 
n 
(n=l ,2, ... ). 
Finally, let F be the set of all mappings X-+ X of the form 
s 
L 
n=0 
n 
0(. f 
n 
0 
where s is any natural number, and the ac are real numbers; here f = i. 
n 
If e ={ 1,0,0, ••. }, then evidently F(e) = X; hence p(F) = 1. 
If a = { a O , a1 , ... } and b = { b O , bl , ••• } , then 
a~ b ={a b 0 0 ... ' 
This is just the ordinary convolution of number sequences. 
Now in F the composition of functions amounts to the simple 
operation of multiplying two polynomials. This makes it easy to compute 
the convolution. As a special case, consider the following operation: 
given { anJE.X, to evaluate a0 +a1+ ••. +an-l' (In the case of true Laplace 
transformation an analogous operation would be integration.) This 
operation can be described with the use of convolution: if 
sn = (1,1,1, ... ,1,0,0, ... ), then 
n 
a +a1+ ••• +a 1 = { s it a } o n- n n-1 
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where a ""l •n\ • In order to calcuh.tt., tM.l!l 11na, we cu 'WIie tbll 1.1. 111apf 
to go back to F: 
-1 
0 ' 
of ,,-l 
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~ .r-.. t t of commutative transformation semigroups 
<l, ,:;zcle11 ands rue ure 
In thil section it is always assumed that X is a set, and that F is 
a commutative 1,Htmligroup of mappings X• X, containing the identity map 1. 
3.1. Cycles of Fin X. 
3 .l .l. When F is a semigroup, we introduced a weak partial ordering in x 
as follows: 
x ) F y # ( 3 f t F) (y = f (x)) , 
As usual, two points x,y•X are called equivalent according to this 
ordering, denoted xCy, if both x )F y and y )F x, The equivalence classes 
are called the cycles of Fin X; the set of all cycles is denoted by r(F), 
or shortly by r if there is no danger of ~onfusion. The cycle to which 
x G. X belongs is denoted by C(x); explicitly, we have 
The set r (F) is partially ordered in a natural way, namely, if we de-
fine 
C (x) ~ C (y) <=:> x ) F y. 
We will call the (strongly) partial ordered set ( r (F) ; ~) the 
skeleton of the weakly ordered set (X;) F), or also the skeleton of X 
under F. 
3.1.2. Proposition. fjC(x)e.Fl!C(x)<==;,-(:J.y4c(x))(f(y)C,C(x)). 
Proof 
By definition, f jc(x) 6 F jj C(x)¢:;>{Vy 6 C(x)) (f (y) EC (x}). This 
evidently implies the right hand condition. Conversely, assume 
f (y) ~ C (x) , for a certain y e C (x) • Then there exists maps f f 6 F 
1' 2 
such that 
Y = f 1 (x) and x = f 2 o f (y) • 
Let z E. C(x). We must show that f(z)E=. C(x). 
As z E: C (x) , there are maps f 3 , f 4 e, F such that 
z"" f3(x) and x = f 2 o f(y) = f 2 o f of1 (x) = f 2 o f of1 o f 4 (z) = 
= f 2 o f 1 o f 4 (f (z)), 
and this shows that f(i!)eC(x). 
3 .1.3. Proposition. y ti. C (x) ~(P I C(x))(y) • Ch:). 
Proof 
I:f ZE.C(x), then It"" fl(x) fi:1:r aliOi!lH'I f14P. Ail 1•C(x), X"' f2(:,) 
for some f 2 6 F. Then f 1 o f 2 (y) ,. ~ 41C(x); h@nce, by 3.1.1, 
f 1 o t 2 jc(x) 6 FI C(x). Thull! z 4i (F lc<x))(y). 
The proof is 11111iutdiate from 2.1.7. and 3.l.:S. 
3.1.5. The proposition 3.l.2. sho'11.11£ that for eveicy C 6 11 (11') aad t&r 
every feF there are only two ponibilitiH: eith~u· f(O)OC or t(C)nC 
= 0. Actually, this follows already f.i:-om th@ :fact that the oycl•• are 
the equivalence classes of the \fftak partial orderiq of X int~~ in 
1.6.5. From this there follows even more: for all xe.X and all te I' n 
have 
f(C(x)) C C(t(x)). 
In general, it need not be true thllt f(C(x)) "" C(f(x)). 
Example. Let X ={1;2;3;4;5}, let F consist of the :mapping,& f 1 ,:r2 ,t3 , 
f 4 ,f5 defined as follows: 
1 2 3 4 5 
fl l 2 3 4 5 
f2 2 l 3 4 5 
f3 3 3 3 4 5 
f4 4 4 4 5 3 
f5 5 5 5 3 4 
It is immediately checked that F is a eOffilllutative semigroup of map-
pings :x ~x. There are two cycles: Cl - [1;2} • c, •{3;4;ti} ; and 
for instance t 3 (C(l)) ./:. C(f3 (1)). 
Thus, in general the sets f(C), C E. p , are not tht!llilSel vos c:,clee. 
Nevertheless, they share some properties with cycles, as is shown by 
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the following theorem. 
3.1.6. Theorem. For every f&F and for every CEr, F 11 f(C) is a group, 
and there is a natural homomorphism of F (IC onto FR f(C). 
Proof 
Take C e. r and f t F. 
In the first place, we have 
as t 1 o f (C) = f o f 1 (C) C: f (C) • 
Now let y1 ,y2 tS f(C). We will show the existence of an f 1 (; F such that 
f 1 lf(C)E.Flf(C) and f 1 (y1 ) = y2 • By 2.1.7, this will show that Ffff(C) 
is a group. 
Let y1 = f(2½_) and y2 = f(x2 ), x1 ,x2 6 C. By 3,1.3 there is an 
f 1 E F such that f 1 I CE.FI C and f 1 (x1 ) = x 2 • By the above remarks, 
f 1 I f (C) • F If (C) ; and 
Next, we remark that f 1 j C = f 2 \c e F I C, for f 1 , f 2 E. F implies 
t 1 jf(C) = f 2 jf(C). Hence we may define a map <p: F ~ C~F I\ f(C) by 
putting 
This map is obviously a homomorphism: if f 1 I C tF jj C and 
t 2 Jc 4F le, then 
~((f1 l c> o <t2 jc» = '(J(f1 o t2 \c> = f 1 o f 2 I t<c> = 
It only remains to show that f is onto. 
Let g E.. FI f(C). Take y1 ~ f(C), and let y2 = g(y1 ). By the above 
there is an f 1 tF such that f 1 lce.Flc and f 1 jct.FI C and f 1 (y1 ) = y2 • 
Then 'f(f1 ) = f 1 j f(C) e. F j f(C) and ( q, (f1)) (y1 ) = y2 , which shows that 
'f (fl) = g. 
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3.1.7. If for some cycle Cit happens that f(C)cC for all f~F, this 
means exactly that in skeleton ( {1 ; ~) of X the cycle C is minimal. We 
will denote by pm the subset of r consisting of all minimal cycles: 
rm = { C E. r: f (C) C C for al 1 f ~ F } • 
Furthermore, we wi 11 write p for the set r \ r1 • 
0 ' 
The maximal elements of er ;z) are the cycles C such that C::>f(C'), 
c•, p, fe. F, implies C = C'. From this it follows that if C is maximal, 
then X, C is an invariant subset in X under F. 
The set of all maximal cycles will be denoted by r M• 
3.1.8. Theorem. A subset C of X is a maximal cycle if and only if X , C 
is a maximal invariant subset. 
Proof 
First assume C to be a maximal cycle. We saw already that X, C is 
invariant under F. If x6C 1 then F((X\.C)U{x }) = (X'\C) U F(x) = 
(X, C) u C = X; hence X \. C is a maximal invariant subset. 
Conversely, suppose that X, C is a maximal invariant subset. We 
first show that then C is a cycle. Indeed, if C were not a cycle then 
there would exist x,ye:.C such that f(x) i y, for all fE:F. But then 
(F \. C) U F(x) would be an invariant subset distinct from X and strictly 
containing X, c. 
Finally, we prove that C is a maxim.al cycle. Suppose C"!)f(C'), for 
some C' 6' r and some ff. F. Then we cannot have C'c X, C; but C' n C ,/, 0 • 
C'• c. 
3.1.8. Proposition. Every orbit contains at most one minimal cycle. 
Proof 
Let F(x)::> c1 , F(x)=>C2 , c1 ,C2 6 rm• Then f 1 (x) E. c1 , f 2 (x)E. c2 , 
f 1 ,f2 E F. Then, f 1 o f 2 (x) € c2 , and f 1 of2 (x) = f 2 of1 (x) 6 c1 • Hence, 
CJ,. = C:c!' 
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a.a. 'he nudlei of F. 
a.2.1. Let G be an abstract semigroup, and let O be an element not 
contained in G. Ifwe cletiJ:ie in G v'{o} a multiplication as follows: 
if a,b 6 G a.b = ab where ab is the product in G; 
O,a = a.O = 0.0 = 0 for all a 6 G; 
tha GU { O} lls a semigro'up, containing G as a subsemigroup. We say 
that this seaigroup is obtained from G by adjoining a zero element. 
Every semigroup that can be obtained from a group in such a way 
Will be called "par abus de language", a group with zero. For example, 
ffery ring is a group with zero under multiplication. 
3.2.3., If C6 r, let Z(C) be the semigroup obtained from File by 
0 
a4,Joim.ng a zero element. If CE. r , let Z(C) be the group F l\c. 
m 
A$ it will not cause confusion, for every C ~ r we will denote 
, ' 0 
the zero-eleblt;mt adjoined to obtain Z(C) by the same symbol o. 
'J,\eors. Let G E. r , and let <fl be the mapping F-+- Z(C) defined as 
follO'IIIB : 
if f(C)c.c, then cp(f) = tic; 
:;.if f(C) I\ C = 0, then f (f) = 0, 
'ft1eD (f is homomorphism of F onto Z(C). 
~· 
If C£ pm then always f(C)c:C, and it is clear that f...-f\C is 
a haa0111torphism of F onto FI C = Z(C). 
It O E. r O and if (p(f1 ) -/:. 0 and Cf> (f2 ) '#- O, then it is again 
nident that Cf>(f1 o f 2)= ( <:p(f1)) o ( ({) (f2 )). Assume now that e.g. 
fU1 ) = o., Then we must prove that <p (f1 o t 2) = O in order to show 
, tbat ~in q>(f1 o fa) =fp(f1 )o cp(f2). Suppose cp(t1 0 t 2 ) '#- o, or 
~valently, f 1 o f 2 (C) c C, Take x t; O; then c = C(x), and as 
f 1 o t 2 (x)e. C there exists an f• F such that x = f O f O f (x) = 
1 2 
. ~ f G f 2(f1 (:d). But this shows that f 1 (x) E. C(x), contrary to our 
~tio.n that cp<t1) = o. 
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Finally• it is obvious that also for C €. p the mapping 
0 
Cf F -+ Z ( C) is on to • 
3.2.3. Let S(F) be the (unrestricted) direct product 
S(F) = ifr Z(O). C ec; 
Furthermore, let S (F) be the (unrestricted) direct product 
m 
1T Sm (F) "" Ct p z ( e) ' 
m 
except if rm = 0; if rm = !IS, let Sm (F) be an one-eleaent group, 
Similarly, SM(F) will denote a one-element group if rM = 0, and Will 
denote the direct product 
s ... <F) = TTr z<e> 
m 8 e M 
if p M i 0. 
Then S(F) and SM(F) are commutative semigroups and Sm(F) is a 
commutative group. If there is no danger of confusion we will just 
write s,sm and SM. 
We will interprete S, Sm and SM as spaces of cuntions, defined 
on p, pm or r M' and taking their values in the semigroup Z(C). For 
instance, if s~S we will write s(C) for the component of sin Z(C). 
Thus , s _,.,. s I p is the canonical homomorphism of S onto S , if 
m m 
r ~ 0. 
m 
" 3.2.4. Definition. If feF, then let f be the element of S(F) defined 
as follows: 
f (C) = f l C if f(C) c C; 
/\ 
f(C) = 0 if f(C)n C = 0. 
Furthermore, let f' = f I r , if r -i- 0; else, let f' be the unique 
Ill m 
element of S • 
m 
I\ 
For every C ~ p , the mapping f--,.. f (C) is a homomorphism of F 
I\ 
onto Z(C) by theorem 3.1.8. Hence the mapping f-f is a homomorphism 
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"' of F into S (F), and the mapping f -+ f' is a homomorphism of F into Sm (F), 
3.2.5. Definition. The nucleus N(F) of Fis the subset 
N(F) ={feF f(C) = 0 for all C6r 0 } 
-Ir 
of F. The extended nucleus N (F) of Fis the set 
N -it (F) :::: { f 6 F : f (C) = 0 for some C e r O } • 
It 
3.2.6. Theorem. Each of the sets N,N is either empty or an ideal of F, 
is a sub-semigroup 
is a 1,1. homomor-
~ ~ ~ 
and NC N ; and N = 0 ~ p = 0. Furthermore, F '- N 
0 A. .... 
of F, and the restriction of the map f-.,. f to F ,N 
.. 
phism of F\N into S(F). 
Proof 
It is 
"' and N , if 
obvious that NCN,l- and that N*= 0.+ r = 0, The fact that N 
0 
non-void, are ideals follows from the fact that f(C) = 0 im-
plies go f(C) = g(C) , f(C) 
f (C) c. C and g(C) c C for all 
* = 0 for all gE.F, If f,geF'-N, then 
C 1c: r ; hence f o g(C) c C for all Ce r , or 
f O g ~ * F ,N . This shows that F ,N is a sub-semigroup of F. 
A. ~ 
Finally, we must show that the map f-f is 1.1. on F,N But if 
.. 
f-.£; g, where f,ge.F,N, then there is an xeX such that f(x) -i g(x). 
It follows that f (C(x)) = flc(x) f. gjc(x) = g(C(x)); hence f -i g. 
" 3.2.7 .. Remark. In general, the mapping f-+f is not 1.1. on all of F. 
Example. Let X be the set of non-negative integers. Let f : X-+ X be 
the mapping 
f(o)= o; f (n) = n+l if nio. 
Let F be, the commutative semigroup consisting of i and all iterates 
fk (k=l,2, .•. ). Then r (F) ={{n}: n-/:. o}, and r (F) ={lo}}. All 
k o m ~ A 
mappings f (k=l,2, .•. ) are pairwise distinct; however, f = f for 
all k. 
-It 
3.2.8. Also, the mapping f-+f', restricted to F'-N , in general is not 
* a 1.1. map of F'\N into S (F), even if r ,f. O. 
m m 
1.xaapl• • . . . IAt X be the Ht of all paire (n,•) auo.ta t.bat n u a non• 
negative intecer and 111-0,1 or 2. Let t x-..x be defined H follon: 
f(0,11) • (O,a) for a-0,1,a. 
t(n, •) • (n,• +l) for n-0 and • -0,1; 
f(n,2) • (n,O) for n ti O. 
Define g x-...x .. follows: 
1(0,111) • O,a) for a-0,1,I; 
g(n, •) • (n-tl,a) for n-'O and a-0,1,1. 
Then f,g and i generate a COlll!llutative ••11roup Pe.~; r (F) oon11IU of 
0 
all triples {<n,11) ! Ill • 0,!,2} With n).~, and r .<:) •H<o,o>} , l<o,u}, 
l (O,~t)} • Although f and f a.r·e ,.tn P \1' and f ,J. f , we have t\c • t 1lc • 
I A 2' Ill i C for al 1 C t r i hence f' - t . 
Ill 
3 .2. 9. In the proof of the next theor• we Dffd sme new aotattoe. It 
Ce r , let M(C) be the following subset of I: 
In other words, lll(C) • { x ~ X 
Furthermore, put 
11<c> • u l c·t. r : c• • c}. 
(3 fa F)(f(x) f. C)} 
3,2.10. Leim.lrla. For each C ,r, the subset M(C) of Xis invariant under r . 
• 
Similarly, 
Proof 
M is invariant unar P. 
00 
First asswae C ~ r ; let x, M(C) and f ii!. F. We aust ahow that 
• 
f(x) 4 M(C). Let t 1 1. F such that t 1 (x) E. C. Then t 1 o f(x) • f o t 1 (x) a C 
as C is ainimal. 
Next, let x • II and f c. F. Then f(x} • )I( , tor it t(x) • M(C) tor 
00 «> 
soae C " r , then we would have C' C(t(x}}.: C(x), which iapliea x I ll(C). 
lD 
3.2.11. Theorea. Let F c i' be a O<lllllUtative ••lfl'Olllp oontatllll'll the idea-
tity aap. '!hen tbe:re is a ooautati•e ••ir,roup o, rcru::::I'•, with tbe fol• 
loWing properties: 
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(a) r <a> = r <F> . m m • 
(b) F II C = G If C for every C "r ; hence s (G) = s (F) ; 
m m m 
(c) the homomorphism g~g• o:! G into S (G) i.s onto. 
m 
Proof 
X We defi.ne a: set G, F cGc.X , as follows: 
o = { g e xx : < \i c e: rm)( 3 t e F)(f IM(C) = g\u:<c) > and 
(3 f~F)(f!M00 = g\M00)}. 
It will be shown that G satisfies all requirements. 
First we prove that G is a semi group. Let g1 , g2 1c,. G. Take a CE- rm, 
and let f 1 ,f2 E=F such that fjlM(C) = gjlM(C),(j:r::1,2, .•. ). Then 
f .(M(C))c M(C) (j=l,2, ... ) by lemma 3.2.10, and it follows that 
J . I gl o g2lM(C) = fl o f2 M(C). 
f'\M = g.1M j 00 J 00 
gl o g2 ~ G. 
In an exactly analogous way one shows that G is commutative. It is 
evident that G meets the requirements (a) and (b). We will show now that 
G also satisfies (c). As this is evident if p = 0, we may assume 
m 
r -1: 0. 
m 
Let sE:Sm(g). For every CE: rm' let fcE:F such that fclc = s(C). 
Then a mapping f : X -+X is defined by putting 
.,.._ 
= fclM<c>; 
=ilMco . 
Then f E. G, and obviously f' = s. 
-,t 
3.2.12. Corollary. If N (F) = 0, then Fis contained in a commutative 
group of mappings X--,..X. 
Proof 
N*(F) = 0 is equivalent to r (F) = 0; we see from the above con-
o 
struction that this implies r (G) = 0. Hence S (G) == S (G). Then (using 
o m 
theorem 3. 2. 6. the mapping g - g' is a 1.1. homomorphism of G onto a 
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group; thia i11pUH that o 11 a rroup. 
3.2.13.Corollary. If r 1• a au:iaal c<111111utattve ••t1roup of upplft111 
.... 
X-+-X then the h011011orphina f--+f' of Pinto 8 (P) U onto • 
• 
• It doe• not follow fro. K (r) • f that r ta ttaelf a croup. 
Bxaaple. Let X be th• Ht of all patra (n,a) auch tbat ••• an uwral 
number• and n > •. Let f : x- I be defined u foll on: 
f(n,a) • (n,• +1) 
f(n,n) • (n,l), 
1f aca; 
Let F be the ccaautative •aJ.1roup oona11t1n1 of 1 ud all tten.t•• 
fk (t•l). Then,..C(n,a) • {<11,k) : llt,n}; b•ce r0 • ·• llhlcll 1a 
equivalent to N • f (theor• 4). But r 1• not a ll"OUP, tor obviOl.dly 
f has no inverse in r. 
3.2.14. The converse of corollary 3.1.11.la talae: tt P 1• cantaiaecl 1n 
a C01autative 1roup Ge. -Z:-, it 1• not neoeaaartly tnie that 1 4 (P) • ,. 
l:xaaple. Let X OOllailt of all pair• (n.,11) euch that n h u int ... r ud 
• • 0 or 1. Define f: X-+X by 
f(n,O) • (n,l) 
f(n,1) • (n,O) 
Define I X -+X as follon: 
g(n,11.) • (n+l,11) 
for all n; 
for all n. 
for every (n ,a)• X. 
Then i~f and g generate a C011111utative ••!croup r. A• C(n,a) • 
{<n,O), (n,U} tor every (n,11)41i X, " aee that 1(C) t'\C • • tor all 
Ce r(F). Hence C~1fw,-(P'), ao M~(P') ,A f. 
Nevertheless, 1 is oontain.d in • ooautativ• poup 0. Po:r U 
h X -Jlo- X is the aapping 
h(n,a) • (a-1,a) for ewer, (a,a) ft. x. 
then. it ta easily checked that 1,f •• tad b .-.rat• • OG1111Utative 
group coata.1a1ng r. 
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3.2.15. However, although the converse of corollary 3.2.12. is false; 
there is a weaker statement which is almost trivially true. 
4 
Theorem. If Fis a group, then N (F) = ~-
Proof ,.... 
For no C• P and f e. F it can occur that f (C) = O, as f (C) .f-l (C) = 
A 
i(C) "- O. 
3.2.16. Theor•. If Fe. x:'- is a 11axi11al commutative group, and the 
mappings fc F have no camnon fixed point, then F is a maximal commutative 
semi group. 
Proof 
* By theorem 3.2.15. N (F) =~.It then follows from theorem 3.2.11. 
"' that the homomorphism f-+f is an isomorphism. of F onto the group 
S (F) = S (F) • 
m X 
Suppose F is properly contained in a commutative semigroup GcX ; 
let g E G \ F. Then there must exist an xE X such that g(x) ff C(x); let 
c1 = C(g(x)). As there is no common fixed point, c1 contains more than 
one point; let yec1 , y i g(x). 
" As f->-f is onto, there exists an f6F such thatfi:og(x) = y and 
t!c(x) = 1Jc(x). Then go f(x) = g(x) i y = f o g(x), contradicting the 
assum.ption that G is commutative. 
If F has a common fixed point, then the assertion is obviously false 
as soon as X contains more than one point. For if x is the common fixed 
0 
point, the mapping f such that f(x) = x for all x ex commutes with every 
0 
map in F, and it cannot be contained in Fas f is not 1.1. and all map-
pings in Fare invertible. 
3.3. Transformation semigroups F such that N(F) = N*(F) 
The transformation semigroups F for which the extended nucleus N 
• coincides with the nucleus N have a number of nice properties. For in 
this case we often need only study the maximal and minimal cycles, as 
folloo from the next theorem. 
,l\--3.3.l. Theorem. If N(F) = N (F), and if C(f(x)) Gi fl , then C(f(x)) = 
0 
• fC(x), and the group F llc(f(x)) is a homomorphic image of the group 
I' I O(x). 
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Proof 
... 
. Assume N(F) = N (F), and let C(f{~)) ~ r . Let C = C(x); by 3.1.5, (a) 
0 
fCcC(f(x)); we will show that f maps C onto C!(f(x)). 
,.. Take y £ C(f (x)). Then there exists an f 1 £ F such that f 1 (f (x)) = y. 
As f 1 (C(f(x)) ;/:. O, and as C(f(x))E r, we see that t11,N = N~; hence ~ 0 
f 1 (C) ;/:. O, which means that f 1 (C) c: C. In particular, f 1 (x)~ C; as 
y = f 1 o f(x) = f(f1 (x)), we find that y £ f(C). 
The last assertion of the theorem is an immediate consequence of 
theorem 3.1.6. 
3.3.2. As an immediate application, consider the case that C(x) is finite. 
Then if N(F) = N~(F) and if C(f(x)) is not minimal, it follows from 
theorem 3.3.1. that the number of elements of C(f(x)) is a divisor of 
the number of elements of C(x). (There is a 1.1. correspondence between 
the elements of C and the elements of F II C, for every CE r). 
The following consequence of theorem 3.3.1. is of more importance • 
• If N = N, we need only consider those cycles under F that are either 
maximal or minimal, assuming that there are enough maximal cycles; in a 
certain sense, the homomorphism of Finto 6lrr u r Z(C) is just as good, 
in this case, as the representation f---+f ofM F i~to all of S(F). This 
is expressed by the following theorem. 
3,3.3. Theorem. Assume N(F) = N.,._(F), and suppose that for every e E. r 
there exists a CME. p M such that C ~ CM. Then the image 
" under the map f ~ f is isomorphic to the image of F in 
under the map f --,. f \ ( rm U r M) • 
Proof 
of F in·: S (F) 
ce-P-ur zcc> 
m M 
As s--+- s l<r mu rM> is a homomorphism of S(F) ~nto ,'.c~'~f1iiilZ(C), 
we need only to prove that this map, restricted to { f : f6F}, is 1.1. 
A A u r Hence take f,gE. F such that f ;/:. g. As X = CE;r C, there is a CE 
such that tic;/:. gjc. If C ~rm' it follows that 
(a) ; I ( rm u r M) ;/:. ~ \ ( rm u r M) j 
if there is no C~ rm such that t[c ;/:. g[c, we must distinguish two cases. 
In the first place, it is possible that f(C)~C ;/:. 0, for some C 6r . As 
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N • N ~, it :tollO'tlll'I ttuat ·~ (C) "' O for all C ~ r \rm; furthermore 
f (C) • a(C) for ilU Ct f' . Hence g(C) ~ 0 for all C €. r , as we assumed 
"" ,.,, • r r f ~ g. In particular, if C et r 111 , fl m (such C exist, as ·, m -I, 0), then 
" "' f(C) • 0 ~ ig(C) 1 which apin implies (a). 
A II. 
In the ~~cond place, it may happen that f(C) i O and g(C) i O for 
an C 4 r . IAt C El, r limch that tic .,I;. g le, and let Cy./~ r M such that 
c,c)II. 'l'h,im ti<;. 1' clew:, by theorem 3.3.1. and this again proves (a). 
3 .3 .4. Coroll•!l.· SuppoH r satisfies the following three conditions: 
(a) N(f) = N'(F); 
(b) for @Hry Cllr there exists a CM~ PM such that C~CM; 
(c) •v~u·y C E: r consists of only one point. 
Ill 
A 
Tben the iaa1e of F in S(J:") under the homomorphism f_..,.. f is isomorphic. 
to th• 1 •• ,. of F in SM(F) under the homomorphism f--,. f I rM. 
U1in1 th$0reillll 3.1.8, this corollary could be stated in another form, 
in which maximal invariant subsets of X figure instead of maximal cycles. 
3.3.5. If Xii finite, it is easy to characterize N(F). In fact, a 
we&k@r •••uaption that the finiteness of X is sufficient. Let us cal 1 a 
pa.rtially ordered set (S,~) chain-finite if every subset of S that is 
Hnt.uurly ordered under ~ is finite. Then the following holds: 
Theorem. If tbe skeleton ( p, ~) is chain-fin! te, then 
Proof 
( Vx .ix) (fn(x) e C E.ur C for some natural number n)} • 
m 
A111naE1 f6 N, and let x E:.X. If f(C(x)) C C(x), then C(x) E; r and 
f(x)i!:c!lr C. If f(C(x))<fC(x), thenC(f(x))<C(x). If C(f(x)tc!.r , 
then f(x)4 C(f(x))c clJ r C; else C(f(x))< C(f(x)), m 
m 
Now the chain C(x) ~ C(f(x)) ? C(f2 (x))~ ••• must be finite, hence 
ther,e ilil a ni\tural n•b•r n such that C(fn-l(x)) = C(fn(x)). Then 
c.cl1 (x)). r . ' and fn(x) C . Ur c. 
Jl C6 
. Jlil 
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Conversely, suppose that for every x c..X there exist a natural number 
n such that fn(x)G u C. Then it follows that fE N for if C(x) ,,/ r111 , cer ' T 
f(C(x)) C. C(x) would imp!fly fn(x)eC(x) for all natural numbers n. 
3.4. Abstract commutative semigroups 
Let (A,.) be a commutative semi group with identity e. If aE. A we wi 11 
denote by ma, see 1.2.3., the mapping 
(ma)x = ax 
of A into A. 
We can interprete the theory of the previous sections in the case 
where F = (mA,o) and X=A. It then turns out that the cycles of Fin A 
coincide with certain subsets of A studied in the theory of abstract 
semigroups. 
3.4.1. In this latter theory the following two equivalence relations .C 
and fl are defined. One says that a.lb if a and b generate the same prin-
cipal right ideal in (A,.): 
and analogously one says that a d2 b if a and b generate the same principal 
right ideal in (A,.): 
As (A,.) is commutative and has an identity element, a• aA = Aa; 
hence the equivalence relations ,C and fl. coincide, and 
On the other hand, 
aCB #'(3 mx'=F)(3 myE.F)((mx)a =band (my)b = a) 
~(3 x 6A) (3 ye.A) (xa = b and yb = a) 
~bE. aA and a E.bA 
~aA = bA; 
hence the equivalence relation C coincides both with /:. and with /?, 
and the cycles are exactly the cl: -sets or fl -sets. 
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skel~ton ( r I i) of A under F is directed beil.ow. 
r , Tak.~ ll:" c1 and y ES.C2 ; as xy = (mx) y = (my) x, We have 
C 
"" A or M "' ~-oo 
tbeo«. S.2.15., U (A,.) is a group then r O = 0 and hence r 
of th• ainimal cycle. On the other hand if (A,.) has only 
t:ht1n 1 t b a group, for in this case A = C(e}, and C(e), the 
!lll~t of 111.U inv@irt:ible elu:ients in A, is always a group. 
.t .4. In the of abstract semigroups the concept of quasi-in-
Y@:rU.blt! i.s deUnod. ~duced to the com:mutati ve case, an element a of 
a ~ut•the (A,.) is said to be quasi-invertible if there 
ft 
e:it:tah u a a A such that 
ID our C<M1si dtir:a. tions I we need a weaker concept. 
elenient e. of a commutative semigroup (A,.) is called 
• if there exists an x ~ O and an a in A such that 
3.4.$. !!!2!!! Let (A,.) be a C01111Dutative semigroup with a zero and an 
:lde11at1 ~l•~nit. 'nulln N(mA) is the set of all ma (aeA) such that a is 
~"It i:CV!il"tibl@. 
-ii' • 
h • in A such that a u .., x. 
inv11rtible eleent, then there are an x i O and 
Mil ll ~ 0, C(:d is not the ainimal cycle C(O) = { O} ; and x .. = a ax 
u: • , he~cio bua)(C (x)) c C (x) ; thus •a f N (mA) • 
invertible, then for every xi O, 
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3.4.6. Theorem. Let (A,.) be a commutative ••1group with a zero and an 
identity element. Then N(mA) • N-lt'(mA) if and only if ev•ry locally in-
vertible element is invertible. 
Proof 
Suppose N(mA) = N~(mA), and let a be locally invertible, Then for 
II, "It 
sc:ae x #- 0 and some a £A, a ax = x. 'Ibis aeans that (aa)C(x)c.C(x); as 
C(x) is not minimal, it follows that (aa)C(l)CC(l). Hence a a a.leeC(l); 
i.e. a is invertible. 
Conversely, suppose every locally invertible •l•ent ii invertible, 
* ~ Assume N ,/, N ; then there exists an a~ A such that aa e N \. N. But then 
there must exist x,y wA, x ,J. O, such that 
(ma)C(x) cC(x), (ma)C(y) I'\ C(y) • 0. 
From (ma)C(x) cC(x) it follows that there is an a* such that 
* * x = (ma )(ma)(x) = a ax; hence a is locally invertible. But then a is in-
-1 -1 -1 
vertible; let a be its inverse. Then y = a .ay = (ma )(ma)y, which 
shows that (ma)y e. C(y) : contradiction. 
3.4.7. Example. If (A,.) is a commutative cancellation s8llltigroup with 
zero and identity, then N(mA) = N*(mA). 
In the case of abstract semigroups, corollary 3.2.12 reduces to the 
.. 
following: N (mA) = 0 if and only if every non-zero element is invertible. 
As a corollary of theorem. 3.4.2, we obtain 
3.4.8. Theorem. In a finite commutative seaigroup (A,.) with O and 1, 
an element a is not locally invertible if and only if it is nilpotent: 
for BODie natural nU11.1ber n. 
Similarly the other results of the previous sections can be applied 
to the case of abstract commutative semigroups with identity; the theory 
of these semigroups in a certain sense is contained in the theory of 
commutative transformation semigroups. 
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4.1. Odiniti.ons 
4.1.l. Jn 1.4.5. we showed that to every commutative semigroup of trans-
fol"ml.tiona (F;X) wo can adjoin a relation )Fas follows: 
x )F y ~ (3ft.F)(f(x) = y). 
Now· we can ask, which relations on the set X can be obtained by this 
pJrOClllH. Pre,ei 
Definition. Let R be a binary relation on the set X. The relation is said 
to oo realisable by a commutative transformation semigroup, or shortly 
to be realisable, if there exists a commutative transformation semigroup 
X) containing the identity mapping such that 
4.1.2. The following conditions are necessary for R in order to be 
:reaUauible: 
(a) x R x for every x E Y, 
(b) x R y, y R z => x R z, 
( c) X R y l , x R y 2 => ( 3 z E. X) (y l Rz, y 2Rz) • 
In <>ther words: R must be an N-relation. 
The proof follows imediately from 1.6.7. 
4.1.3. Using the notation from 1.6. and 3.1.1., we have the following 
propod tion: 
If R is realisable by (F;x) then QfR; ~R) is realisable by (F; r (F)). 
The :following simple example shows that if (XR; ~ R) is realisable by 
(G;JtR), the:ire need not exist a realisation of R by an (F;X) such that 
(G;la) = r (F)), even if R itself is an N-rela tion. 
111:Naple. Let I={ 1;2;3;4;5;6} and let the relation R be defined as 
foUowe 
XR contains three 
The relation P = 
Let G consist of 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
sets, 
~ R is 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 
R R R R R R 
R R R R R R 
R R R R 
R R R R 
R R R R 
R 
namely x1 = [ 1; 2 } , X:2 
the 
p 
following 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
relation: 
the mappings gl 'g2 'g3' where 
xl x2 x3 
gl xl x2 x3 
g2 x2 x3 x3 
g3 X3 x3 x3 
= { 3 ; 4 ; s} , x3 = { s } . 
Then (G;KR) is a realization of the relation ~R' Let us suppose that 
R is realisable by a system (F;X) such that (F; r (F)) = (G;XR). It is 
easily seen that N(F) = N*(F). According to 3,3.2,,the ca,rdinal lx1 J 
must be divisible by !x2 1, and this is impossible as jx1 j = 2, jx2 f= 3. 
4.1.4. Let R be an N-relation on a set X. According to 1.6.10 we shall 
define a relation MR on x as follows: 
x ~y ~ 3 z E-K x R z, y R z. 
---
It 1• obYlou• that •a 11 an equivalence relation. Bvidently, 
X I 7 .... X ... Y• 
'AIAEM• IAt R be an M-Nlatioa. R 18 realisable if and only if R, 
netncted to .. (x) • 11 nauaable for every x, X. 
Proof 
- If a 11 nalteable by (P;X), then Ron MR(x) is evidently realisable 
bJ <'1-.<a); .. (x)), u ... (x) 11 invariant under P. 
Suppose R,n1tricted to •a<x), can be realized by (Fx;~(x)). Let 
y, YCI be a 8:UNet of X ne.h that Yl\~(x) contains precisely one point 
for ... ,., • • X. Tbem 
naU•N r. 
~ (P •x eY) 
• x' 
4.1. Dee:!!cleaot of 9clea; noe-Nalisable skeletons. 
4.1.1. Tbe exMple in 4.1.3. suggests the introduction of a notion of 
die,-denoe of cyol••· 
Defiat Uoa.. Let (P;X) be a 00111utative transformation semigroup con-
talata« tbe identity aappinc. Let C(x),C(y) be cycles under (F;X). The 
cycle C(x) ia laid to be dependent on C(y) if there exists a mapping 
-1 
f •P lueb that t(C(:a::)) • C(y). 
hi den Uy MCh oycle is depadent on itself. 
4.1.1. !t!eltiOA, If C(x) 1• dependent on C(y) then F!IC(x) is a homo-
aorpb.tc 1-.. of I' I C(y). 
I!!!! 
ly 3.1 .t., tt 1a enwp to p:t'(:Mt that there exists an f & F such 
-l. 
U..t f(C(J)) • C(x). Let tcP be such aapping that f(C(x)) = C(y). Then 
•l• C(a) • f (C(:,)) aad tile propoai tion is proved. 
4.1.1. fte c,cle C(x) ia c&ll.S ladep,endent if C(x) is the only cycle 
•llldalaC(x) depl!Dde. 
P ta Aid tade,-adeat tt ewer:, cycle defined by F is independent. 
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Theorem. Let R be an N-relation on a countable set X, such that 
X1 ,x2 e XR, x1r. x2 = 0 implies that j x1l and I x2 1 are two different 
prime numbers. If R can be realised by (F;X), then F must be in-
dependent. 
Proof 
Let us suppose that (F;X) is not independent. Then there exist 
X1 ,X2 E..¾ such that x1ix2 , x1 depending on x2 • But this leads to a 
contradiction, as FI\ x1 must be a homomorphic image of FU x2 , which 
is not possible as Fl! x1 and F llx2 are finite groups of the different 
prime orders. 
4.2.4. In this section we prove the existence of an N-relation, which 
cannot be realized by any independent (F;X). 
Lemma. Let X = { 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6 } • Let R be the following relation 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 R R R R R R 
2 R R .R R 
3 R R R R 
4 R R 
5 R R 
6 R 
Then R is an N-relation and R cannot be realized by any independent F. 
Proof 
Let us assume that R can be realized by a~y independent F. There 
must exist mappings f 2 ,f3 ~ F such that f 2 (1) = 2 and f 3 (1) = 3. As F 
is supposed to be independent, the following must hold: 
For if not, then 2 or 3 would depend on 1. According to 1,6,9, (li) we 
have f 2 (~) = 4, f 2 (5) = 5, f 2 (6) = 6, f 3 (4) = 4, f 3 (5) = 5, f 3 (6) = 6. 
Of course, also' 
which is the same as 
Aa the point• 4 bd a play in the relation R the same role, we can assume 
that r,(3) 1'11 t3(:0 1'. 4. (If Mt 'l"e can IUSUIU!I f2(3) "' f3(2) ;Ii. 5.) 
Th•re A\lilt ~:ri:lt a Mppi.DI t 4 e :r suab that :1\a (l) = 4. As f 4 must 
~-t • 1n th 11 and f 3 ff ha v,11 
lfo.. 
t4 (2) ~ t4 o t3(1) • t 2 o f 4(1) • f 2(4) = 4 
t 4 (3) • t 4 D t3 (1) • f! O f 4 (1) = f3 (4) = 4 
But tbe ,.,aliuai of t.., o r1 (3) cannot be 4 as t 2 (3) could be either 5 
o:r t, ••d if ti'I.(!! tease of one of these points is 4, then this point 
~ld have tow in roli!i.t.ion I With 4, but this is not true. This is a 
oon trlMl1 e u oo. 
4.2.lli. Th.or•. Thor@ exists an N-relation, which cannot be realized by 
Substituting cycles 
vi t'.b diff@rent pr1•• :ru.•~rs of points for the points of this skeleton, 
W!i pt a l'l!Otn-r.aHeabl~ :ff-relation. This fact follows from 4.2.3. 
4.J.1. 1011 •• t.ball exhibit an example of a non-realisable skeleton. 
Tb.i l!I a•ple wu rt ven b:, P. C. Baayen. 
X.t X "'{1,2.3,4,5,8,7} and let a relation R be given as follows 
l J 3 4 5 6 7 
1 i R R R R R R 
2 R R R R R 
l R R R R R 
4 R R 
5 R R 
6 R R 
1 R 
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Evidently R is an N-relation, XR = X, • R = R, as no R is below the 
diagonal. The proof is based on the propositions 1.6.9. (a),(b) and (c). 
We shall write only (a),(b),(c). 
Let us suppose that R is realisable by (F;X). There must exist a 
mapping f 2 f: F, such that f 2 (1) = 2. 
First we shall prove that f 2 (2) ~ 7. Let f 2 (2) = 7. Then f 2 (4) = 
=f2 (5) = f 2 (6) = 7 by (a). By (c), [4;5;6 }-cf2 (x), and this is impos-
sible as only the point 3 can be carried by f 2 into the set { 4j 5 ;6} • 
Let f 2 (2)E f 4;5;6}. As the points 4,5,6 play a symmetrical role 
in R, we can assume that f 2 (2) = 4, By (c),{5;6} c:. f 2 (X), but only 
the point 3 can be carried into { 5 ;6} • Therefore we can assume that 
f 2 (6) = 6, as the situation is again symmetrical with regard to 5 and 
6. But 2 R 6, and therefore there must exist a mapping g~F such that 
g(2) = 6. Evidently g # f 2 • 
But 
Evidently g(4) ~ 6, as 4 is not in the relation R with 6. 
Therefore f 2 (2) = 2, By (a), f 2 (3) E. { 3;4;5;6 J. Let f 2 (3) = 3. There 
must exist a mapping h ~ F such that h(l) = 3. 
Then 
But this is impossible as 2 is not in the relation R with 3. 
The only remaining case is f 2 (3) = 4, as the situation is symmetrical 
with respect to 4,5,6, As f 2 (2) = 2, it follows that f 2 (5) = 5 from 
(b). There must exist g £ F such that g(3) = 5. Then 
f2 o g(3) = f2 o (5) = 5 =go f2(3) = g(4). 
This is not possible as 4 is not in the relation R with 5. The proof 
is completed. 
4.3. Realisable relations 
4,3.1. Let R be an N-relation on a set X. We know that the set XR is 
partially ordered by the relation ~ R" 
~t "A' b'!ll a S\fbt4'lt of XR. An el&ment ER (x) ci XR is called a lower 
bound of e. au beet Y .11 ER (x) ~ I 1 , !o:r every :x:1 6 Y. A lower bound ER (y) 
19 calhd a irea teat bound or ll!Ei~t of Y, if ER (y) > ER (x) for every 
lowt11r botrnd ER (x) of Y. 
Th@ aeet ot III Ht Y "' { IR (x); ER (y)} we shall denote by ER (x) A ER (y). 
Th«> parthlly ordend i5('t x8 ii crtlled a lower sam.i lattice, if every 
t~'llll&111nt Ht { 11 (:s:)} of XR has a meet in XR. It follows that every 
fUd te ilU!~<(!t of ~ hllS a B&et. 
4.3.:ll. IAt L be a l~r li!Ri lattice the elements of which are disjoint 
al)e tract ~utati ve croups 0 • Lt:!>t X = LJ G • We can introduce 
G E- L 1)1. 
$l 
Th•n th~ relation R is realisable by a commutative transformation 
••.tcr°'ip. 
Proof 
-
Let u• denote by j [ GIi.] the unit element of Gil(. and by Ga£ /\ Gp 
the croop th~t 13 the meet of Gil( and Gil in the semi laatice L. 
U .it ex, Hy x•G1, llmd if G2E. L, we Will define G2(x) by 
G2 (x) '"'x 
01/x> "' j [ o2 ] otherwise. 
Tlllu. :for a1ey xi X ft dGfine a l!IUll.pping f : X ~ x as follows: 
X 
U x '-°i, Y Iii G2 • The dot here denotes the group multiplication in 
01"~· 
1'(@ lll!lll!lort that f Of = f Of for all x,yt:.X. Say Xt:G 
X y y x' 1' 
)' c o2 , and take any 2: e. X ; say z c.: o3 • 
:fx o fy (2) ,,. t,/G2A 03) (y). (G2A 03) (z) = 
,,. (011\ 02/\ G3) (x). (Gll\. G2A G3) (y). (Gl/\ G2 /\03) (z) = 
= :f o f (z). y X 
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Hence the fx' x &X, generate a commutative semigroup F. It is evident 
that (F;X) realises the relation R. For if 
-1 
while if G1 = G2 we have fz(x) = y, where z = x .y. On the other hand, 
if G1 and G2 are not comparable, we cannot obtain y as an image of x 
under any f d. F. 
4.3.3. Let R be an N-relation on set X. Let (XR; ~R) be a lowe:i' semi 
lattice, Then R is realisable, 
Proof 
It can be easily proved that for every cardinal number t, there 
exists a commutative group G such that I 6 ( = t, 
Let ER(x) E XR. According to the previous remark we can consider 
a binary operation, such·that (ER(x); .) is an abstract group. This 
process can be applied for every ER(x)-=. ¾• Hence, we obtain X as a 
union of disjoint groups, such that the system of the groups forms, 
according to the assumption, a lower semi lattice. 
Evidently, 
Applying 4.3.2 we get the assertion of the theorem. 
1 II 
i.l 
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.
....... 3., ,..,.. .......... r &""ain a commutative transformation t11ootion '{lff! .. a ..... .,,._,............. tl> 
the ident1 ty mapping 1, where X is an arbitrary 
I the 111et of all fixed points of the mapping 
I(f) s { x;f(x) ~ x}. 
For Her)• t '- F I(f) is an invariant set under (F;X) • 
"' g o f (x) = f [ g(x) ] , 
61 
ill etlltHi ti ~ :fixed point of F 1f and o,nly if f (x ) ::: x 
, 0 . 0 
~ 
~00 
fixed poi.nt u and only if X • () I(f). 0 f E- F 
:UJ:ed u and only Hf xo} is a minimal cycle. 
proposition we immediately have the following: 
;X) be a ~utative transformation semigroup. Let some 
X • 0 
Then all mappings from (F;X) have 
tlll,tir@ 111 a th60r.a, which auerts that there exists only one fixed point 
f 
For """"'"""'!,' ... 
be a COllllplete metric space, f be the metric. Let 
frO\'l!I! X into X with constant ot. < 1. That is 
I from X into X (continuity is not assumed) 
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5.1.4. Let f t!:(F;X), lI(f)j = m, where mis a naturllll number. Ttuui for 
every mapping g 6 F there exists a natural number k:, 1, k, a, and a 
point x e X such that 
0 
Proof 
As I Cf). is invariant, g carries all points of I (f) into I (f). A.a 
I(f) has only m points some power of g, less then or equal to 11, nust 
have a fixed point in I(f). But this is the assertion of the propoat tion. 
5.1.5. We can discuss the existence of a common fixed point in the ter-
minology of commutative mappings of the fact that (F;X) bas a CODaOlll 
fixed point x if and only if the constant mappin1 f, such that 
0 0 
f (x) = x for each x e.X, commutes with every mapping from F. 
0 0 
5.1.6. In every semigroup (F;X) we can introduce the notion of divisibil-
ity. Let f, g e F. We shall say that f devides g (in F), it and only if 
there exists an he F such that g = ho f. 
Every mapping f e F, which can be devided by all n:u1pping from F, 
shall be called a common multiple. 
We denote the set of common multiples in F by r(F); this set is 
called the retract of F. 
5.1. 7. r(F) is an ideal in (F;o). 
r(F) = F if and only if Fis a group. 
5.1.8. The set r(F) can be void; an example is provided by the multi-
plicative semigroup of natural numbers. 
5,1.9. Let (F;X) have a common fixed point. Then there exists a com-
mutative transformation semigroup (G;X), G :::> F, such that r(G) ,;A IS. 
Proof 
Let x be the comm.on fixed point . of F. Let g be· Ue 11111.pping: f:tacX 
0 
into X, sucl'l that g(x) ::: X 'for each X .s.X. Then a ~tee wt th each 
0 
mapping in F (see 5 .1.5 .) and theref.o.re G ;,::, f:ru 1} is a fHllligroup wi "th 
the required property (as ger(G)) .. 
-:sc-
5.1.10. If r 1• a finite 1-11:roup, the r(F) ~~,as the composition of 
all aappinp in r belongs to F and in the same time t'p r(F) • 
5.1.11. Proposition. Ivery aapping in r(F) maps each point into a minimal 
c:,cle. 
?!!!!. 
It 18 autfictent to pron that for each xEX, gE.F, fEr(F) there 
aiata an hfo r au.ob that 
t(x) •bog o f(x). 
But f ts devided by go f, as f 1• usWlled to be a cooimon multiple, 
Tberefore auo.h an b I F exist•. 
a.1.u. Let t 1 ,t3 ar(P), xe.X. 1ben t 1 (x) and f 2 (x) belong to the same 
atlliul cycle. 
'fbe proof follows i•ediately froa the fact that the orbit of each 
point can 00Qta1n at aost one ainiul cycle (see 3.1.8). 
S.1.13. r(P') (x) is a ainiul cycle for every x 6X. 
Proof 
-
CUb)), f • x(P), is a ain1aal cycle by 5.1.11. Let y«C(f(x)); 
tbn for IIOlle g,bel, y •go f(x) and f(x) = h(y). But go f er(F) as 
r(r) 11 an ideal of (F;o). 
1.1.14. r(P) ~ f 1apl1es M = e. 
00 
'!be inffrae stat•ent is not true. In general M may be void while 
00 
I' (1) :la •pty , u can be seen froa the example in 3. 2 .13. 
I.I. lb tbts eecthia n shall :foraulate a few propositions about com-
•tatlve tn.ufonaatio~~••igroups (F;X), such that each mapping from F 
hu at leut oa• fixed point. 
S.3.1. If (P;X) ia • O<lllaUtative s-.:t.groop of transformations and if 
••l"f UPP1DC t •P bu a tixed point, then (P;X) need not have a common 
flXN potat. This 1a euil:, seen from. the following two examples. 
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a) Let X ={ 1·2·3·4·5·6} 
' ' ' ' , 
and let (F;X) be given by the following table 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 1 2 3 4 5 6 
2 2 1 4 3 5 6 
3 2 1 3 4 6 5 
4 l 2 4 3 6 5 
(F;X) is evidently a commutative semigroup of transformations. Every 
mappi~g f ~ F h~§"'Y fl~ed point: But there exists no common fixed point. 
In this case the mapping g 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
g 2 1 4 3 6 5 
commutes with F, and g has no fixed point. 
b) Let X be the set of all non-negative integers. The binary operation 
x ~y = max(~,y) x,y ti:X 
is commutative and associative. Therefore (X; •) is a commutative semi-
group. Using the notation introduced in 1.2.3., (m(X);o) is a commuta-
tive semigroup of transformation. The orbit of O under (m(X);o) is X. 
Hence by 2.2.4. (m(X);o) is a maximal commutative semigroup. Every 
mapping of (m(X);o) has a fixed point, but there exists no common 
fixed point. 
In the first example we see, that if we embed the system in a 
maximal commutative system, then not all mappings will have a fixed 
point anymore. 
In the second example the common fixed point is as it were pushed 
away to infinity. 
5.2.2, Theorem. Let (F;X) be a commutative transformation semigroup 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(a) every f e 1P { F jF(x); x ex} has a fixed point 
(b) r(F) ~ 0. 
Then all mappings in F have a common fixed point. 
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Proof 
- If tiler~ ex:hlltl a minimal cycle containing only one point, then 
thi.:1:1 point 1111 11 ~oo fixed point by 5.1.1. 
!At us au111um• that every minim.al cycle has more than one point. 
In 1.e.10. we deftned for every (F;X) a !'elation M • The classes of 
equivalent point• according to M are disjoint and cover X. Let Y be 
o:ne of tbtlli!IE!l cl&llUllH. 
Y contains at leMt ooe minimal cycle, as Y is invariant and r(F)i0. 
AccordJ.n1 to the &!ifinition of the relation M, Y cannot contain more than 
oae •iniaal cycle, u no two points from. disjoint minimal cycles can be 
i~ the Nlation M to each other. Therefore Y contains precisely one 
miniaal cycle. 
Lot f • :r(F). Then f 1Y has either no fixed point or it is the 
identity mappi~ oo the minimal cycle which is contained in Y. This 
•·•••rtion Wti can prove as follows. tj Y cannot have a fixed point out-
lide of tb• miniaal cycle, as, by 5.1.11., flY maps every point of Y 
1nto • 111ininl cycle. Let us denote by ·Cy the unique minimal cycle in 
Y. 8y 3.1.4-. FftCy is a group, and as CY is minimal we have 
E•idiently p(r1cy) .. 1. 
Th@nfor• ev11u7 mapping f •r restricted on CY is either identity or has 
n@ fixed poi11t in Cy• As Cy contains more than two points there must 
edU a •pp10.1 lifC 1' such that gJCy has no fixed point. 
Let us defin• oo Y a mapping hy as follows : 
SYtdM:ltlJ "t bu no find point in Y and commutes With every mapping 
ia Y. Such a mapping~ is defined for every equivalence class accord-
iq to•• h these clusee cover X and are disjoint, we can define a 
Mpp1q h oo I as follows: 
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Then h commutes with each mapping in F. 
Moreover h belongs to lP<FjF(x);xeX), ash preserves orbits (see 2.4.6,). 
Buth has no fixed point. This is a contradiction. Thus one of the mini-
mal cycles has to have only one point, and the theorem is proved, 
5.2.-3. Theorem. Let (F;X) be a maximal system of commutative transfor-
mations of a finite set X into itself. Let each mapping from (F;X) have 
a fixed point, Then all mappings from (F;X) have a common fixed point. 
Proof 
By 1.3.3 (F;X) is a transformation semigroup. By 2.4.7. 
ltcF\F(x);xE.X) = F. By 5.1.10. r(F) i 0. Therefore we can apply 5.2.2. 
5.2.4. Proposition. Every orbit under F can contain at most one common 
fixed point. The proof follows immediately from 3,1,8. 
5,2. In this section we shall show an application of the methods intro-
duced before. Our aim is to prove the theorem 5.2.4. 
5.2.1. Let (F;X) be a commutative transformation semigroup containing 
the identity mapping. If x E:X, F(x) = X, x'6X, then either 
0 0 
Proof 
(a) FjF(x') is a group or 
(b) for some y• X, x' ¢ F(y). 
If (b) does not hold, then X' E F(x) for every x 6 X. Clearly, 
F(E(x))cF(x) for every xGX. Put X'=F(X'), F' = Fjx•. Evidently, 
X' = F' (x') and, for any x<=.X', 
x' = F' (x') C F' (F' (x)) c. F' (x), 
hence F' (x) = X'. 
Therefore the orbit of every xaX' under F' is X'. By 2.1.7. F' 
is a group. 
5.2,2. Let (G;X) be a commutative transformation group of continuous 
mappings of a given bounded connected subset Y of the real line into 
its elf; let Y contain more than one point. Let G(e) = Y for some e ~ Y. 
Then Y is an open interval. If we put y = (a;b), then 
-·-' 
"' ,., 
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t(x)., a, lim f(x) = b for every f E- G. 
X'"""'b~ 
f, O 11 a one-to-one mapping from Y onto Y, and the values 
of t'l'O different mappings :fNT!lt G are distinct at every point. As the 
:ldenti ty ·~-.,,,,. .. _ .. b$longs to G, every f • G in an increasing function. 
Let Y "' [ a,b]. As ev-ery mapping f e G is onto, lim f(x) = a and 
,s;~a+ lim f(x) "'b. From a'-Y, it would follow that t(a) = a, as f is con-
¥i'iru8us; and therefore that G(a) =a.As Y contains more than one point 
we would have G(a) -/, Y; hence a,; Y. The same is valid for b. 
5.2.3. Let X b$ a compact interval of the real line, cits centre. 
0 
!At F be a cODDutative transformation semigroup of continuous map-
containing the identity mapping. 
Suppose that, for some x EX , F(x ) is connected, F(x ) = X 
0 0 0 0 0 
then either 
(a) F(c) = c, or 
(b) the endpoints of the interval F(c) are common fixed points 
of F, or 
(c) there exiats x1 • F(x0 ) such that F(x1 ) is connected, and 
d(F(x1))' Jd(X0 ), 
ftere by d we denote the diameter of the set. 
For any x•X , the set F(x) is connected since, for some f e F 
0 ' 
Jl'(x) = F(:f(x0 )) ""f(F(x )). Consider the semigroup F = F!F(x ). 0 0 O 
5.2.1., either F0 }F(c) is a group or there exists x E, F(x ) such 1 0 
that c{'l(x1). In the first case apply 5.2.2 .. (The case F(c) = c is 
trivial.) In the second case 
5
.:a • .ia. TheoreBI.. Let (F;X) be a commutative transformation semigroup 
of o~t1~UOl.t8 mappings containing the identity mapping; let X be a 
aoapa.ct interval. If F(e) is connected for some e El X, then all map-
in F have a CO!l,\mon fixed point. 
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Proof 
We put X0 = F(e) and consider the semigroup FfX0 • Let c be the 
centre of F(e). By 5.2.3., either the endpoints of F(c) (o:r c itself) 
are fixed under F, or there exists x1 E- F(e) such that 
and x1 = F(x1 ) satisfied the conditions required for X0 in 5.2.3, 
Proceeding by induction, either we obtain, at some step, a :fh::ed 
point for F, or a sequence of intervals {xn} is obtained with 
(a) X :, X l 
n n+ 
(b) d(X 1 )~ ½d(X ), n+ n 
(c) F(x )ex. 
n n 
00 
In this last case, clearly' n X is a one point set {z} I and 
n=l n 
z is a common fixed point of F. 
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6. The num~r of COll!BUtativ~ traru1format1ons of a finite set into itself 
Thrc::,uchout th.is section X will be a finite set and F a commutative 
transtomS1.tion •-11roup containing the identity mapping. Evidently, F 
11iu11t be also tini te. ThCII da of tb1s chapter is to estimate the number of 
C01aut1ns • apptnp on X, If we HsUll!le tbat F is a group, then the number 
C3ll 01111.1 Htiaat@d very easily, using some previous results. 
lt 
6.1.l. 'l'beorea. wt P be a g:roup. Then Iv,~ }=ll n1 , ~here the n1 , 
:h•l ,2, ••• ,k: 1 ar• natural numbers such that ~ ni = I XI . 
w 
The proof follows iamediately from the fact that the orbits are 
tbe oyol•• by 3.2.15. If we put n1 = jc1 J , then we know that J Fjc1 I= 
•IF I c 1 I .. J c 1 I • by 2,3.1. Forming "f = P (Fjc1 ;i=l ,2, ••• ,k), we get 
k rr ni "' r, I ~ i F I . 
i•l 
6.1.2. To aake a similar estimate for a semigroup is not so simple, as, 
in general, th& orbits are not the cycles. The estimate of j F j is based, 
rouply. speaking, on the induction according to the number of maximal 
orbits. But first we must introduce a new notion and to prove a few lemmas. 
'1111 &hall say that F(y) ::i: Y is a maximal orbit if C(y) e. r M" 
As X is a11u11w1uJ1d to be finite, the maximal orbits cover X. There exist no 
acre than JxJ different maximal orbits. 
n 
6.1.3. Let Y1 , 1~1,2, ... ,n, and Z be orbits and let Y = u i=l Y1 • Then 
~ 
The s@t Y ~ Z is evidently invariant under F, and therefore F 
:reatricted to this set is a commutative transformation semigroup contain-
!~ the id•ntity 11uipping, by 1.3.4. Hence, I FIY" z t~ l.!.. Let us suppose 
th.at I I" jy I\ Z I "' l. Then Fl Y n Z contains only the identity mapping, and 
au points in Y fl Z are the COl!lffion fixed points under F, hence they are 
llin.1.Ml cycles. 'lbe orbit Z cannot contain more than one minimal cycle, 
by 3.1.8. Bence, J FjY n Z} > 2. 
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6.1.4m Let Yi,zj, i=l,2, ••• ,m, j=l,2, .•• ,n, be orbits under F. Let 
y = i~l y. ' z '= u z j ' I FI y" z I = s. 
i J=l 
Then 
IFIYuz!,IF!Yj -1FJz\ for s~l, 
jFJYuzj~<tFIYl-1>(jFjzl-1> + 1 for si2. 
Proof 
Let s ~ 1. For every f E F ]' Y V Z there exist f 1 I!!: FIY and i'.z 4 Ffz, 
such that f/Y = f 1 ,tlz = f 2 • Hence, every f6 F\YUZ, is uniquely defined 
by a pair f 1 ,f2 . The number of such pairs is at most I FjYj. I F)zl • 
Let s ~· 2. We can devide all mappings from F jy in disjoint classes 
putting two mappings in the same class, if the restrictions to YnZ are 
equal. We get precisely s-classes. The same we can do for Fjz. If we 
denote the cardinals of classes of FIY by m1 ,m2 , ••• ,ms and the cardinal 
of classes of Flz by n1 ,n2 , •.. ,ns' we get the following: 
(a) m. ~ 1, - i=l , 1 , . . . , s , n -~ 1, j=l,2,, •• ,s, 
1. J 
s t =lFlz I (b) L m. =IFIY1 n. . 1. 1. i=l i=l 
Every mapping from F IY U Z is uniquely determined by a pair of mappings, 
one from F\Y and one from Fjz, such that both mappings must have the 
same restriction to Yt'i Z. Hence, 
m .• n. • 
1. 1. 
It can be proved by elementary methods that the expression on the 
right hand side 9 has its maximum for s=2, m1 =\F!Yl -1, m2 = 1, 
nl = I F I Z l- 1 ' n2 = 1. 
Hence, the proposition is proved. 
n 
6.1.5, Let Z,Y1 , i=l,2, ••• ,n, be orbits and let Y 
= u y i=l i. 
Then JFjYvzj, IFIY\IF jzl 
IFIYuz/~ <IF\Yl-1><JFlz\ 
if jYnZ\~1, 
-1> + 1 if I Y,, z I~ 2. 
6.1.6. !At Uilli d•note by a(t;:r), t,r-natural numbers, t>- r, the following 
tunoUon. 
wht>re th~ max:l.~'l.li'! it ta.ken over all cawiutative semigroups of mappings 
(P ;I.) 1 coatai!liaac th4!1 hlientity aap, such that I X J = t and such that 
theNJi e'll:Uts preci•ely r muimal orbits under F • 
. lhti(kntly llCtpr)~ 1, for @very IJ8ir of natural numbers t,:r,t~ r. To 
~e• tht~, n can t~ke r 
such tba t t \ O 1 I "' t • 
1-1 prop•rt1H. 
diijoint commutative algebraic 
r 
Then (F; u Oi) "' 1P (Dl(Gi) ;Gi) 
1•1 
groups G1 ,G2 , •.. ,Gr' 
has the required 
Mo:r111>0ver, a(t;l) "'t, as in this case p(F) = l, for all F over 
which the maximum is taken, and a(t;t) = 1, as it can only be true for 
F 1\111 { i} that the number of maximal orbits is equal to t. 
6 .1. 7. Let t • :r ~ 2. Thon 
a(t;r) ~ mu 
J a(x+sj:r-l)()'+s}, where x+s+y==t; 1~ s~O;y~l;x~ r-11 
i (a(x+s; r-1)-1) (y+s-1)+1, where x+s+y=t; s 2; y) 1; f · 
All DUJ.'loors, x, y, e are lilupposed to be integers. 
P.roo:r 
-
Let (r ;I) have the following properties: 
(&) IX' ,.., t 
x~ r-1 
(b) ther@ exis~.frechely r dif:fer,ent muimal orbits, Y1 ,Y2 , ••• ,Y1_1 ,z. 
Let us denote 1~ 1 Y1 "'Y. If we denote ) Yn z j = s, l y I = x+s, j Zj= y+s, 
we :l'.tav@ 
t :: X + y + s. 
Ivery T1 ll!I an orbit of a point, which does not belong to y., jii or 
J 
x + s • r-1 + s, and hence x • r-1. 
AoCOl"diq to definition we bave 
l 1' j Y l, a(x+s;r-1) 
I 1 I zl= a(y+s;l) = y+s. 
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The estimate of a(t;r) follows immediately from 6.1,5. 
6.1.B. For all natural numbers k,r, let us define the function b(k+r;r) 
as follows: 
b(k+l;l) = k+l 
b(k+r;r) = max 
y,s 
y,s being natural numbers. 
{. b (k+r-y; r-1) (l+y) , where 1~ y, k b(k+r-y ;r-1)-1) (y+s-1)+1); where s )12, 
1~ y' k-s+l 
6.1.9. b(k+r;r)~ a(k+r;r) for every pair of natural numbers k, r. 
Proof 
}. 
The assertion is true for r=l. Let us assume r ~ 2, and suppose 
that the assertion is true for r-1. 
Let us consider the expression from 6.1.7.(a): 
max [a(x-ts;r-l)(y+s)] , where x+s+y=t, 1~ s~O, x~r-1. 
Putting t =r+k, we can replace this expression by 
max [ a (r+k-y; r-1) (y+s)] 1;•-. s~ O, y~ k-s+l 
Using 6.1.6. we can easily verify that this expression is equal to 
max [a(r+k-y;r-1] (y+l)]. 
1 ~ y ' k • 
According to the assumption we can write 
max [a(r+k-y;r-l)(y+l)J~ max [b(r+k-y;r-l)(y+l)]. 
lrEy,k l1y~k 
The rest of the proof is e'Vident from the definitions. 
6.1.10. Proposition. b(r+l;r) = 2r 
b(r+~;r)= 2r-l.3 
b (r+k; r) = kr +1, r :i- 3. 
The equations can be obtained by elementary methods from definition 
6.1.B. 
6.1.11. Theorem. Let r,k be arbitrary natural numbers. Then there 
exists a commutative transformation semigroup (F;X), 1 xf = r+k, 
I O; I .•• ;r} . 
0 
l ~i ... t • "' • I \ {1 ,, ~ ",\ . t • . ;r' liind let 
1 { ... } where 
,i, 1 $> .. '~ );t l ) tor ,ll, •.• ,k. J 
llfUllN 1 11'$ C(t3},0t@ the 
• 
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6.1.12. Corollary. a(k+r;r) = b(k+r;r) for every pair of natural numbers 
k,r. 
6.1.13. Theorem. Let (F;X) be a commutative system of mappings from a 
finite set X into itself. Then 
jF\f 2lxl -l if 1~ lx\~6 
l F \ -' max (IX j-r) r +l if ) X J ~ 7. 
r=l,2,.,. ,\ x\ 
For every finite X there exists an F such that the equality holds. 
Proof 
Evidently, \Fl~ max b(lxlj•r). Computing this expression we get 
r=l , 2 , ••• , I i. 
the assertion of the theorem. 
6,1.14. Theorem. Let (F;X) be a commutative system of mappings from a 
finite set X into itself. Let \xj ~ 4. Then 
The proof follows immediately from 6,1.13. It is necessary to 
remark that this estimate is very rough. 
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